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Total flexibility with
the highest security level.
Labellinghas never been so effective

If Packaging is your business, Modular SL
is your answer.
It is a fully flexible automatic labelling machine, with multiple
configurations and optimized production processes.

100% Modularity

Available with both fixed and independent kart labelling stations.

Multiple configurations and technologies

Interchangeable stations with extremely easy changeovers from one labelling system
to another.
Different technologies available on the same machine:
Self-adhesive – Precut with cold glue – Precut with hot melt

Total security

Maximum protection level and ergonomics for the operator.

Packaging special solutions:

Laser and ink-jet markers, pressurization of empty containers, orientation and quality control systems.

Speed

From 2,000 bph to 72,000 bph
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CONSUMER TRENDS

Immune health concerns
here to stay

The experience of the global
pandemic and the ongoing
threat of future outbreaks has
raised levels
of consumer anxiety while
accelerating a more proactive
and holistic approach to
health.
Immune health has been a key
area of consumer concern and
seems set to continue as an
important priority.

Innova Market Insights’ consumer
research indicates that one in four people globally has become more concerned
about their immune health since before
the pandemic. The most significant increase was among Millennials (aged 26 to
35 years) and younger Gen X (aged 36 to
45 years). Higher levels of concern among
these relatively young age groups indicate
the potential for longer-term consumer
interest.
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“Alongside these rising concerns,” reports Lu
Ann Williams, Global Insights Director at Innova
Market Insights, “consumers are taking a more
holistic approach, with getting enough sleep, being physically and mentally healthy and eating the
right things ranking highly as ways of achieving
immune health.”
In Innova’s 2020 Consumer Survey, choosing
foods naturally high in nutrients (vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, etc.) came third as a way of
achieving immune health behind getting enough
sleep and being physically healthy. Overall, 59% of

consumers globally said that they were looking for food and beverages to support them in
this regard.
Immune health claims were already trending upward before COVID-19, particularly in
Europe and North America. It was one of the
fastest-growing health claims in food and beverage globally in terms of the number of new
product launches between 2016 and 2020.
Excluding supplements, immune support
claims are currently focused in three main
food and drink categories: Babies and Toddlers (particularly milks), Sports Nutrition
(particularly powders) and Dairy (particularly drinking yogurts/fermented beverages).
These accounted for a combined 73% of immune claims on new products in 2020. Smaller
but growing subcategories include soft drinks
and hot beverages, with a particular interest
in juice drinks and tea.

‘Feel good’ future
With consumers looking for immune support via food and beverages, there are ongoing opportunities for growth in providing
suitable products. Interest may have started
in sectors with strong nutritional credentials
that form a natural fit for immune-boosting
benefits; still, there is potential across a wide
range of food and drink products and geographical locations.
In addition, the understanding that a holistic and preventative approach to health needs
to take account of physical, mental and emotional aspects could see immunity ingredients
increasingly bundled with other ‘feel good’
claims, with mood, emotional well-being, relaxation, and sleep all seen as key areas moving
forward.
“Immunity may become less top of mind as
the immediate threat of the current pandemic
subsides,” concludes Williams. “But if products
are easy to integrate into daily lives and have
established benefits (e.g. probiotics in yogurt),
they are likely to continue to be sought after as
part of the ongoing move to healthier lifestyles
and the more proactive and holistic approach
to health.”
www.innovamarketinsights.com
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Bakery consumers are split
in attitudes towards
bread and cakes
When assessing consumer
response to bakery, it is impossible to put bread and cakes in
the same basket. The former is
seen as an everyday staple with
health and nutritional benefits,
while the latter are pleasurable indulgences for more occasional use. It is very much a tale
of two concepts.
In line with this, it is also clear
that cake consumers are bigger
experimenters compared with
their bread counterparts. A total
of 44% of consumers say that
they would experiment with flavor choices in cake versus 33%
in bread. Furthermore, there are
clear preferences for strong and
innovative flavors in cakes, while bread consumers
tend to prefer milder and more familiar tastes.
There can also be regional distinctions among
bakery consumers. For example, in eating occasions,
breakfast is on average the most important time for
bread consumption, but lunch takes the lead in parts
of Europe. Meanwhile, cakes are most often eaten as
afternoon snacks, but there are again regional differences. “In East Europe, cakes are most often eaten
with the evening meal,” reports Lu Ann Williams, Director of Innovation at Innova Market Insights. “But
North Americans are most likely to choose cakes as
evening snacks.”
It would be wrong to say that there are no similarities between bread and cakes, however. For
example, taste is still the single most important

6

choice factor in both categories. Similarly, freshness is also highly valued across bakery, although
slightly more so in bread than cakes. A total of 59%
of consumers expressed a clear preference for fresh
bread versus just 16% who preferred products with
longer shelf lives. Over half of all consumers would
also pay more for fresh products, a figure that increases with age.
There are also similarities in the bakery consumer’s shopping habits. Although regular supermarkets
dominate the purchase of both bread and cakes, just
over one-third of consumers still buy them at local
bakery shops. This is particularly pronounced in Latin
America and Continental Europe, where over 40% of
respondents use specialist outlets.
www.innovamarketinsights.com
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ALBA EQUIPMENT FREE-FROM
GIVES YOUR FREEDOM!
ALBA Equipment introduces its wide range of FREE-FROM lines!
We can process any special dough required more and more by the worldwide

Gluten free Lactose free

Vegan

Organic

Alba & Teknoservice S.r.l.
Via delle Industrie, 26 - 35010 Villafranca Padovana (PD) Italy
Telephone: +39 049 9070380 - Email: info@albaequipment.it
www.albaequipment.it

Healty food Eco-friendy

FOOD PROCESSING

Cooling processes
for fruit snacks and desserts
Sarp is specialized in cooling
processes (-5°/+5°C) of food
products, that could be applied to
several kinds of products, as fruit
desserts, pasta, bakery, cakes,
dairy, creamy desserts, etc. Sarp
spiral belt conveyor systems and
tunnels can be applied to loose
or packed products with extreme
flexibility.
The conveyor belts are flexible in all directions with vertical
development. Entrance, exit,
height, width… everything is customized, thinking of the available
space, the required production
qualities, and the results.
In particular, the cooling process for fruit snacks could be
involved air or water treatments
depends on what kind of product you are going to treat with.
In both cases, the projects are
studied to minimize the impact
inside the production space. The
devices for the treatment such as
evaporators, batteries, or other
systems can be positioned inside
the machine or closed to it. Finally, the cooling process can be
granted by an insulated chamber
where a uniform temperature is

8

created and where the exchange
between air and product is optimized. The study of the power
and the airflow is essentials for
every project. Cooling at environ-

ment temperature is also possible, using the free space in the
production area.
The systems can reach extraordinary output per minute, as

Spiral conveyor plant for thermal processes (Sarp).
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Pasteurizing process for tomato pouches (Sarp).

well as a low production capacity,
for small production line batches.
The products could be conveyed
aligned, always maintaining the
same position. Buffering devices
could avoid products losses enabling a continuous production
cycle.
In the food industry, Sarp
cooling systems are usually combined with other processes such
as freezing that could involve a
spiral conveyor system after the
cooler or pasteurizing treatments
before the cooler. The freezing
processes consist in adding one
or more spiral conveyors that can
work inside an insulated chamber
that allows reaching temperatures up to -40°C. While the pasteurizing processes of food products consist in one or more Sarp
spiral belt conveyor systems or
tunnels that are suitable both for

loose or packed products reaching and maintaining +98°/100°C
in a variable time.
Sarp expertise is able to take
care of every detail, as it designes spiral towers for cooling
and freezing for over 30 years,
applying the latest technological
solutions in the industrial food
field.
Sarp operates in various food
sectors and easily adapts the
technology to the different types
of products, from fresh pasta and
ready meals to bakery products
and creamy desserts.
For more than 30 years it has
been producing lines for food
processes from cooking to cooling, to freezing and it knows that
the experience and innovation
necessary in this field are fundamental to develop technologies
that meet customer needs.

italian food & packaging technology - xcviii (2021) - september

The complete lines realized by
Sarp, are not only conveyor belts
but are process technologies that
connect treatment plants and
product transformation systems.
The processing with air or water
ranges from pasteurizing to cooling, to industrial freezing of fruit
and vegetable-based products,
meat, bakery, dairy products,
pasta. The connection and integration of their machinery with
existing production and with process systems are fundamental
for the good result of the final
product. Well-known international brands rely on its company for
the development of their food
processing lines and in particular,
its market leadership in pasteurization and freezing makes purchasing a safe choice.
Visit Sarp at the next event
Gulfood Manufacturing in Dubai,
November 7-9, 2021.
(Sarp - Via Montebelluna di S.
Andrea 43 - 31033 Castelfranco
Veneto - TV - Italy - Tel. +39
0423 482633 - Fax +39 0423
482468 - email: sarp@sarp.it www.sarp.it)

Pasteruzing and cooling line
for pouch doypack (Sarp).
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Pastry, bakery and pizza equipment
Alba & Teknoservice is an Italian Company with about 40 years
of experience in the production,
customization and implementation of pastry, bakery and pizza
equipment.
The passion for innovation
and the desire to build machinery based on the customer’s
production needs have led to the
creation of customized software.
Simple and intuitive programs
with user-friendly icons allow
processing in different ways according to needs and are strong
points in our market.
The machines can be connected remotely in collaboration
with the technical Staff, offering
various types of monitoring, interventions and assistance in real
time even from the other side of
the world.
Alba & Teknoservice lines and
systems are also designed to
minimize energy consumption,
which translates into savings for
the customer and protection for
the environment.

Production flow of a continuous laminating line (Alba & Teknoservice).

The ease of cleaning of the
machinery is another of the
points on which Alba & Teknoservice constantly works in order to
guarantee the least waste of time
for the operators who deal with
washing and maintenance.

Thanks to the passion for their
work and the continuous effort
to improve, Alba & Teknoservice
is putting itself in the spotlight
worldwide, guaranteeing quality
and maximally customized products in order to meet the most
specific needs of each customer.
(Alba & Teknoservice - Via delle
Industrie 26 - 35010 Villafranca
Padovana - PD - Italy - Tel. +39 049
9070380 - Fax +39 049 9074042
- email: sales@albaequipment.it www.albaequipment.it)

Twin multiroller continuous laminating line (Alba & Teknoservice).
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WE MAKE YOUR BUSINESS MOVE

Clean, safe and resistant to oils and fats, Megadyne solutions for the food industry can be
used throughout the food production process, both wet and dry. Discover our Megapower
FC and Megalinear FC with the special “Spike” finish surface on www.megadynegroup.com
or contact us at Info@megadynegroup.com
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Sourdough
fermentation technology
Sourdough is a mixture of
water and flour fermented by a
set of microorganisms including
lactic and acid bacteria and yeast,
which are naturally found in the
flour. Sourdough bread is tastier,
more fragrant and healthier. Easy
to digest and with a high nutritional value, it achieves a longshelf life without preservatives,
meeting the increasing demand
for food manufactured through
processes that preserve and enhance the natural properties of
its ingredients.
Rye, wheat and multigrain
breads but also pizza, focacce,
brioches and crackers: in the
last two decades, the defining
factor in bakery manufacture
has been the rediscovery of
sourdough, and the development of technologies that make
artisan quality possible on an
industrial level.
CEPI’s fermentation technology has been developed to be diversified and easy to customize:
we provide fermenters and bread
re-work dissolvers for sourdough,
as well as pre-dough and poolish.

With a deep knowledge of the materials involved and of all aspects
of the process, we offer flexible
solutions that deliver precision
and full control of all processes,
as well as standardization and
repeatability of procedures.
Modular and suitable for
small, medium and big produc-

tion volumes, our systems allow
food manufacturers to produce
healthy, natural and aromatic
products while saving space,
manpower, additives and yeast.
The technology fully preserves
the characteristics of the raw
materials and meets the highest
standards of hygienic production.
CEPI’s systems can standalone or be easily integrated in
the production process, allowing
for bread making through both

Fermentation tanks (Cepi).

direct method and indirect two
steps method, according to the
needs of the manufacturer.
We provide fully integrated
automation with PLC control,
with a flexible management that
allows for both automatic and
manual options for all operations.

CEPI

New headquarters of Cepi spa.
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A family-run company with
an international outlook, CEPI
designs and manufactures turn-
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key systems for the storage,
conveying and metering of raw
materials, as well as fully integrated automation and technologies to complete all production
processes. Established in 1985,
CEPI is based in the Emilia Romagna region in Italy and operates globally, with offices in Malaysia to coordinate operations
in the Asian mar-ket. We have
built more than 10,000 installations the world over, working
with the most important companies from all sectors of food
manufacturing.
CEPI’s vision has centered
research, customization and flexibility since our beginnings. Our
mission goes beyond assembling
food machinery: we build turnkey installations that manage the
production line from storage to
dosing, all the while developing
specialized solutions to match diverse and evolving needs across
the planet. CEPI brings to the table a global knowledge of materials, environments, and markets
as well as the continued research
that goes into developing around
300 unique systems every year.
Powders, granular products, liquids, fats. Macro, micro, medium
volumes. Fermentation,
flour
cooling, fluidization, sugar milling, invert sugar, salt solution,
blending, cold dosing, scrap rework. Our motto is: if your process needs it, we can do it. If we
can’t do it yet, we will develop it,
just for you.
Having experienced continued
growth through our history and
after the exceptional results of
the past few years, we are building a new facility that will double
our productive area in the coming spring of 2021 to a total of
15,000 m2. Our new home will be
powered and heated by renew-

able energy, designed to completely safeguard worker safety,
and include a 240 m2 testing and
prototyping room with metrology
room as a testament to our dedication to research.

(CEPI - Via Selva, 10 Zona
Industriale La Selva - 47122
Forlì - FC - Italy - Tel. +39) 0543
940514 - Fax +39 0543 940534 email: cepi@cepisilos.com - www.
cepisilos.com)

Continuous grinding and
refining plants for cocoa beans
Through the TECNO 3 cocoa
bean refining plant you can get
a mass at the desired granulometry in a single continuous step.
Based on a new technological
concept, the line consists in three
machines in series, respectively
a blade pre-grinder, a vertical
roll refiner and a ball mill, which
gradually reduce the particle size
until the desired granulometry is
achieved. The passage through
the ball refiner takes places very
quickly, in order to avoid the formation of too many fine particles.
Thanks to the accurate temperature control at each stage,
the organoleptic features of raw

italian food & packaging technology - xcviii (2021) - september

material are preserved. The special design allows for continuous
and fully automatic processing,
thus preventing the product
from coming int contact with
the external environment, in full
compliance with the hygiene and
health regulations.
A streamlined process together with a reduced footprint and
energy saving are the goals that
TECNO 3 achieved with this extremely compact unit.
(Tecno3 - Via Mastri Cestai 2 12040 Corneliano d’Alba - CN - Italy
- Tel. +39 0173 610564 - Fax +39
0173 619494 – e-mail: a.mattis@
tecno-3.it - www.tecno-3.it)

Grinding and
refining plant
for cocoa beans
(Tecno3).
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Tailor-made
solutions
The Industrial Business Unit
(IBU) department of EBARA
Pumps Europe, located in Gambellara, Italy, officially begins its
activity in February 2016 and
comes from a very precise idea: to
bring together in one department
all the skills needed to provide effective, qualified, and timely support to OEM (Original Equipment
Manufacturers) clients, i.e. those
manufacturing companies that
use electric pumps as a ‘component’ within their finished products (machinery, systems).
IBU department is much more
than only a group of engineers. In
fact, the team has experts for all
the process of related functions
such as planning, codification,
order processing, assembly and
testing to ensure best service to
customers. For fast reaction on
complex technical matters, OEM
sales staff all over Europe has
direct access to IBU department
in Italy. Meanwhile, being part of
EBARA’s global headquarters, the
IBU is offering its service for EPE
products to EBARA group companies as well.
Thanks to this highly specialized department, EBARA is
capable of realizing the 3LMZD
Series (AISI 316L) with DIN11851
connection and the 3LMZC Series

Stainless steel pump with tri-clamp connection (EBARA Pumps).

(AISI 316L) with tri-clamp connection DIN32676. These pumps,
with an excellent design, are also
available with steel housing to
protect the engine from indirect
water splashes.
The pump body is made of
AISI 316L through the renowned
hydroforming process, which
uses a high-pressure fluid (up to
1200 bar) to form the metal. The
hydraulic fluid, in case water, with
increasing pressure pushes the
stainless steel to copy the shapes
of the template until it comes into
contact with the internal walls of
the matrix that forms the mould.
Hydroforming, which combines
the power of a press with the
force of water, has significant

advantages over traditional processes, namely perfectly smooth
shape, highly smooth running
and no welding points
The impellers, completely in
AISI 316 steel, are dynamically
balanced in order to reduce vibrations. The particular production
technology allows to shape the
blade getting low values of NPSH.
3LMZD and 3LMZC Series offer
high quality, perfect design and
are suitable for pharmaceutical
and food & beverage fields.
(EBARA Pumps Europe - Via
Torri di Confine 2/1 int. C - 36053
Gambellara VI - Italy - Tel. +39 0444
706811 - Fax: +39 0444 405811
- email: industry@ebaraeurope.
com - www.ebaraeurope.com)

+ NEWS
+ INFORMATION
www.foodexecutive.com
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Bulk-handling systems
for the food industry since 1985
Fully automated and customized
turn-key systems
Product and process analysis
Engineering and control
Direct manufacture
Project management
Installation and commissioning
Monitoring and service
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Sandwich biscuit rework
Reduce material consumptions and waste
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MILK AND CHEESE EQUIPMENT

Aflatoxin M1 in milk and cheese:
an overview on the analytical technologies
Over the past 20 years, Eurofins Tecna has gained a prevalent
role in the Mediterranean area for
its reliable and versatile screening solutions for the aflatoxin M1
in dairy products.
I’screen AFLA M1 milk is the
world first ELISA test kit to be
granted, in 2020, with the PTM
status by AOAC International, for
the quantitative analysis of aflatoxin M1 in raw bovine milk, skim
milk and milk powder. The study
included a third-party independent verification that confirmed excellent performances of the assay.
The kits is fully compliant to the
ISO 14675 guideline – having ade-

I’screen AFLA M1 milk is the world first
AOAC International Performance Tested
Method for the quantitative analysis
of aflatoxin M1 in raw bovine milk, skim
milk and milk powder. The certification
process involved one independent
American laboratory that confirmed the
quality of the kit.
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quate reagents format and assay
layout, conform selectivity, specificity, sensitivity and accuracy.
An alternative version is represented by I’screen AFLA M1, an
ELISA test kit built with same reagents and layout of I’screen AFLA
M1 milk, that includes the applications and buffers needed for the
analysis of several dairy matrices:
ewe, goat, buffalo milk, UHT whole
and skim milk, yoghurt, sour cream,
cheese, firm cheese and mozzarella cheese. Although it is always
recommended to prevent cheese
contamination with an earlier milk
verification, the availability of a kit
that is validated for dairy finished
product represents an advantage
– also for Public Institutes and Official control bodies, being therefore
able to run sampling and screening
of finished goods.
Both the test kits share the
possibility to analyse the milk
without running any sample
preparation. It is not necessary
to centrifuge and defat the samples, milk of different animals can
be run in the assays with their
natural content of fat without
relevant difference to results
obtained for skimmed milk. Fat
removal through centrifugation
is an option, as prescribed by the
ISO 14675, leading to excellent
results. The analyst can hence
run the method of choice always
with reliable results.

Both the test kits have been
successfully validated on the
automatic analyzer The Bolt: a
compact, reliable, walk-away instrument that enable a complete
analytical shift from the technicians, thus guaranteeing free
time for the personnel, a performance standardization and a full
automatic analysis of milk.
The I’screen kits include seven
standards to be run within each
session. A low-cost option is represented by the B ZERO AFLA M1,
a virtual – master curve calibrated assay. No wells are needed to
be spent for the calibration, thus
producing a relevant savings
for the end-user. The sample
quantification is supported by a
batch-related calibration provided in the Certificate of Analysis of
each kit, that is stable and valid
through the whole kit shelf life.
Eurofins Tecna experts are
available for further support in
the identification of the best
analytical solution and for sharing the validation reports of the
assays, both when run manually
and when applied to the Bolt.
Contact Support.ET.Trieste@eurofins.com.
(Eurofins
Tecna
Area
Science Park, Padriciano 99 –
34149 Trieste - Italy - Tel. +39
040 3755341 - email: Tecna.
ET.trieste@eurofins.com - tecna.
eurofins-technologies.com)
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PACKAGING TRENDS

Seeking new sources
of raw materials
for paper and cardboard
The Covid-19 pandemic has shown how fragile global raw material supply chains
for packaging really are. But there are a few opportunities
to become a little less dependent on global trade.

Since the end of last year, raw material prices
for packaging have increased by leaps and bounds
in some cases. The price level for all paper types as
calculated by the German Corrugated Board Industry Association (Verband der Wellpappen-Industrie,
VDW) based on EUWID data was up by 16.2% in February 2021 compared to the same month in 2020.
For the most common types of brown paper based
on recycled paper, data from EUWID indicates a price
rise of EUR 110 per tonne between September 2020
and February 2021.
The global paper market also continued to grow in
2021, driven by the rising prices for corrugated board
in both China and the EU. According to market analyst
Mintec, the strong demand for corrugated board and
cardboard, resulting mainly from the boom in online
trading, combined with the pandemic and planned
maintenance work in paper factories, led to supply
bottlenecks and further price rises. In addition, the
lockdowns in most European countries caused a
shortage of recycled materials, which was only made
worse by Brexit.

Plastic also affected by rising prices
The higher paper prices and rising costs for equipment and resources therefore put increasing pressure on the packaging industry, which also faced a fall
in revenue. The fact more and more companies are
switching to more sustainable packaging, however,
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means more paper is being used. Manufacturers now
have to deal with the problem of combining sustainability with cost-effectiveness.
But switching to plastics is not an alternative for
many, not only for reasons of sustainability but also
because prices for the raw materials used in plastics
have also risen. Prices for HDPE flat film, as well as
PE-LD, PE-LLD and PP have risen noticeably. Depending on the material, prices in
isolated cases have risen by as much as
100% compared to Q3 and Q4 of 2020,
according to Industrieverband Papier- und
Folienverpackungen (IPV), the German association representing producers of packaging made from paper and plastic films.

How can manufacturers respond
to rising raw material prices?
According to IPV, there is clear demand
for fibre-based products as a substitute
for plastic packaging, which has been
a definite trend in recent years. Almost
89% of IPV members are observing strong
or very strong customer pressure for
more fibre-based solutions. The switch
to sustainable raw materials and ease of
recycling are often identified as benefits,
in parallel with the desire to avoid contaminating the environment with plastic.
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Although manufacturers can have hardly any influence on the current price increases, there are a
few ways they can become a little less dependent on
global market developments. The latest technologies
and new packaging design concepts make it possible to reduce the amount of packaging used. And
companies can draw on a steadily increasing range
of alternative materials. Qualities and machinability
are hardly a problem any longer when alternative fibre-based raw materials are used in packaging paper,
for example.
Once manufacturers have demonstrated that fibre-based packaging materials are the more sustainable solution for their application compared to other
materials, there are still a few things to watch out for:
Where do the fibres come from? Are they FSC-certified, for example? It is also important to be aware
that cellulose fibres are not endlessly recyclable. Six
times is usually the limit.
At that point, fresh fibres need to be added to
maintain the paper quality. With fresh wood-based
fibres, manufacturers can rely on seals such as FSC to
certify the raw materials were sustainably grown. An
even more sustainable option is to make paper from
alternative sources such as waste from sawmills –
wood shavings and sawdust, for example – which are
suitable for pasteboard and raw kraft paper.

Which raw materials grow
“right outside the door”?
In addition to wood as a sustainable raw material,
there are now a number of other sources available
for papermaking. Packaging and labels made of grass
paper caused a stir at the previous FACHPACK. It covers all bases in terms of appearance, barrier effect,
machinability and recyclability. And other sources of
raw materials such as asparagus waste have recently
joined the list: Only half of the world’s asparagus production is used as a foodstuff, leaving a fibre-rich raw
material. A research project at the Munich University
of Applied Sciences sought ways to use asparagus
waste in paper and packaging manufacture. The
asparagus can be processed to obtain fibre, and the
researchers used a lab-based fibre casting method to
make berry trays.
Finnish confectionery manufacturer Fazer Bakery
has turned yet another unused raw material into
packaging material: a bread bag made of oat husks
generated as a by-product from its own oat milling
process. These new bread bags consist of 25% oat
husks and can be recycled as cardboard packaging.
Closer to home, there is also the cup plant. Not only
does it provide food for insects with its flowers, but
it can also be used in fibre and paper production, as
the companies OutNature and PreZero have demonstrated. Following a successful pilot phase, packaging
based on the cup plant is now being marketed for the
first time in the fruit and vegetables area in Germany’s Kaufland hypermarkets. The cup plant-based
paper can be used in many paper applications, especially for packaging that comes into direct contact
with foodstuffs. At the end of 2020, OutNature was
presented with the German Packaging Award in the
“New Materials” category for its novel idea of using
cup plant fibres to produce sustainable packaging.
This was followed at the beginning of 2021 by the
high-profile WorldStar Award from the World Packaging Organisation (WPO) in the category “Packaging
Materials & Components”.
Rising prices in one area can prove a driving force
for innovation in another. And because there is no
likelihood of raw material prices falling in the foreseeable future, companies are well advised to shorten
their supply chains and seek out alternative sources.
The result is added value, not only by reducing their
carbon footprint but also by improving how they are
perceived by the public.
www.fachpack.de
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Effectiveness of gelatine and chitosan spray coating
for extending shelf-life of vacuum-packaged beef
The effects of applying gelatine (10%) and chitosan (1%) as spray coatings to extend the shelf life
of vacuum-packaged beef was studied by Australian
Researchers and compared against uncoated vacuum-packaged beef for up to 21 days. The impact of
edible coatings on the water-holding properties of
vacuum-packaged beef was investigated by LF-NMR
together with physicochemical, microbiological and
sensorial assessments. Chitosan coating significantly
reduced lipid oxidation by ~30% to 36% and inhibited the growth of lactic acid bacteria by ~ 1-2 log
cfu compared to purge collected from uncoated and
gelatine coated samples. It did not negatively affect
the meat pH, tenderness and colour, and exhibited
significantly higher sensorial acceptance compared
to beef coated with gelatine. Both coatings were not
effective in reducing purge loss in vacuum-packaged
meat as the storage time increased.
This study, published in the International Journal of Food Science & Technology, suggests that

chitosan spray coating could be easily adapted to industrial plant settings as an antioxidant and antimicrobial application before carrying out meat vacuum
packaging operation.

Storage stability of whole milk yoghurt packed
in polylactic acid and polystyrene
Plastic packaging used for dairy products challenges researchers and producers. Therefore, polylactic acid (PLA) was analysed by German Researchers as a sustainable packaging
material for plain stirred yoghurt.
The results were published in the
International Dairy Journal.
PLA and polystyrene (PS) cups
were filled and sealed with transparent PLA film or aluminium lids
respectively and stored for 42
days with and without light exposure (2.4°±0.4°C; 78.8±5.4%
relative humidity). Influence of
packaging on yoghurt quality was
evaluated by measurement of pH,
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water content, viscosity, colour, headspace oxygen,
and peroxide value, and by sensory and microbial analyses. Water content and
viscosity remained stable during
storage. A slight decrease of oxygen concentration was observed
in the headspace of PLA in comparison with PS. Scanning electron
microscopic images revealed that
no material changes could be attributed to yoghurt.
Results indicate that opaque
packaging like PLA can be used for
yoghurt to avoid light-induced colour changes, vitamin loss and lipid
oxidation.
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Active packaging for fresh-cut iceberg lettuce
Italian Researchers have produced an active
packaging coated with hydroxide as nano-carrier of parahydroxybenzoate for the
application to fresh-cut iceberg lettuce and
the results were published in Packaging
Technology and Science journal.
Layered double hydroxide (LDH) as nano-carrier of parahydroxybenzoate (listed in EC
Directive. 10/2011) was coated on a biodegradable film
of cellulose acetate, coupled with compostable cellulose
cardboard and trays realized. The sustained release of
parahydroxybenzoate ionically intercalated into the
LDH resulted significantly slower than the parahydroxybenzoate free dispersed into the coating medium.
Such active packaging showed significant antimicrobial activity against Salmonella enterica Typhimurium, Escherichia coli, Listeria monocytogenes
and Lactobacillus sakei. It was more than one in all
cases, ranging from 1.1 for E. coli to 2.6 for S. enterica
Typhimurium. Overall migration tests in ethanol at
50% (v/v), as food simulant, showed that the prepared packaging is suitable for food contact, being

the migrated amount below the limits
imposed by the EU regulation. Freshcut iceberg lettuce was packed into
the prepared active packaging and
in a control packaging with no active
coating and stored in condition of thermal stress (i.e. 10°C). Organoleptic characteristics and the evolution up to 14days of mesophilic lactic bacteria, total bacteria count, yeasts and
moulds showed a significant inhibition of such strains
from the active filler. Comparing the lettuce packed
in control and active packaging, for mesophilic lactic
bacteria, it was found a delta log of 0.24 (CFU), and
for the total bacteria count, a delta log of 1.63 (CFU).
The most significant effects were observed respect
to yeasts and moulds and yeasts counts. For yeasts, it
was observed a delta log of 2.32 (CFU), and for yeasts
and moulds, a delta log of 2.5 (CFU).
The prediction of the shelf life of the lettuce was
done following the growth of E. coli up to 30days
through the Gompertz equation. It was found a prolongation of the shelf life from 11 to.

Effects of packaging color
on expected flavor, texture, and liking of chocolate
Recent research has shown that the colors of
plateware, glassware, cups, packaging, and even of
the ambient and its lighting are able to influence
consumers’ preferences, expectations, and perceptions of taste, aroma, texture, and liking of food
and beverages. A Brazilian study contributes to
the subject by investigating how packaging colors
affect the expectations of sweetness, bitterness,
fruitiness, melting, and liking for chocolates in Brazil and France. The results were published in the
International Journal of Gastronomy
and Food Science.
Two groups of 210 consumers (N = 420),
one from each country, evaluated samples of milk and dark chocolate packaged
in seven colors: black, blue, brown, green,
red, pink, and yellow. Analyses of variance
(ANOVA) and Tukey-Kramer’s test indicated
that there were multiple significant effects
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of packaging color on consumers’ expectations. Multiple factor analysis (MFA) showed that expected sweetness, fruitiness, and liking were correlated to each
other and inversely correlated to expected bitterness.
While both chocolates were expected the least sweet
and the most bitter when in black packaging, they
were expected the sweetest and the least bitter when
in yellow or pink packaging. Interestingly, the same
black packaging made the milk chocolate the best rated and the dark chocolate the worst rated on expected
liking, showing that a packaging
color may have inverse effects
on hedonic ratings depending on
the type of chocolate. Although
French consumers eat more chocolate and with higher cocoa content than Brazilians, the effects of
packaging color were not significantly different between cultures.
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COOLING LINE FOR PIZZA CRUST

SPIRALS WITH LATERAL DRIVE SYSTEM, DRUM
SPIRALS, AIR OR WATER, COOLING, FREEZING,
PASTEURING, DIFFERENT SHAPES, ...
WE HAVE NO LIMITS FOR OUR CREATIONS!
We have chosen to deal with food technologies with
passion and we want to show you our INNOVATIVE
TAILOR-MADE lines and machines.
We project unique solutions that can fit the needs of
everyone.

BAKERY DIVISION
BAKERY PROCESSING BY SARP

WWW.SARP.IT

PACKAGING EQUIPMENT

Italian packaging machinery:
first-half 2021 sales return
to 2019 levels
Turnover in the first half of 2021 fell by just 1.8% compared to the same
period in the record year 2019. The growth with respect to the first half
of 2020 was 21%. The sector held its ground in 2020 with turnover
of almost 8 billion euros. The food and cosmetics segments performed well

According the last data released by Ucima, the automatic
packaging machinery industry
recorded robust 21% growth in
the first half of 2021 compared
to the same period in 2020. In
the period from January to June,
exports were 19.3% higher than
in the first half of 2020 and domestic sales up 31.2%. With
these figures, the entire industry
has returned to pre-pandemic
levels, with a difference of just
-1.8% compared to the first half
of 2019 (a record year that saw
year-end sales in excess of 8
billion euros). This performance
was the combined result of 9.2%
growth in the first quarter and
an even higher 29.4% growth in
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the second quarter compared
to the same period the previous
year. The growth is similar in the
domestic market (+34%) and in
the export market (+28.4% compared to the previous year). The
Ucima-Mecs Research Centre also
published data on orders, which
were up by 10.9% in the second
quarter and 10.7% over the entire first half of the year.
The Research Centre also reported the results for 2020 in the
ninth National Statistical Survey,
which every year provides an
overview of the sector’s performance. Last year the Italian automatic packaging machinery manufacturers essentially maintained
the previous year’s turnover levels. Following the record figures
of 2019, the sector saw a modest

year-on-year decline of 2.9% to
7.81 billion euros, in line with the
result of 2018 (7.9 billion euros).
Last year also saw an increase in
both the number of companies
in business (635 in total, +3.1%)
and in the number of employees,
which grew by 7% to 35,630.

International markets
In line with 2019, export sales
accounted for 78% of the total
(6,08 billion euros) but fell by
4,1%. The European Union remained the main target market
for Italian packaging machinery
and accounted for 41% of total
turnover (2,087 million euros)
including sales in Italy, followed
in second place by Asia with a

value of 985.8 million euros and a
19.4% share, then North America
in third place with 733.1 million
euros (14.4%). North America is
the only macro region that saw
growth in turnover (+5.9%) with
respect to 2019, a year when
exports dropped to 691.9 million
euros. Next came non-EU Europe
(8.6%, or 439.7 million euros), Africa and Oceania (8.4%) and Central and South America(8.2%).

The domestic market
The domestic market continued the positive trend seen in
recent years with sales up 1.9%
year-on-year in 2020 to 1.72 billion euros.
www.ucima.it

shop.chiriottieditori.com
RIEMPITIVO LIBRI 2018 1-2_new.indd 2
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Multi-configuration
and multi-technology automatic
labelling machine
When manufacturing companies or production line manufacturers ask to PE Labellers for
versatility, it knows exactly what
challenges it is called to respond
to, because it knows in depth
what requirements must be met.
P.E. Labellers has built its
leadership on the concept of Total Flexibility, which is expressed
at the highest level with the Modular SL automatic labeling machine: completely modular, as the

MODULAR SL, the multiconfiguration and multitechnology automatic
labelling machine
(P.E. Labellers).

Labelling station equipped
with MODULAR SL units (PE
Labellers).

name suggests, and developed
according to the Smart & Lean
production philosophy.
Let’s take a closer look at it,
from the point of view of one of
those who conceived and created
it: Luca Bonardi, Operations and
R&D Director.
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The customers want to know
why the SL Modular is different
and what are the real advantages
this solution provides. The first
answer lies in the multiplicity of
configurations and technologies
it offers, the main feature of the
machine.

The Modular SL is an Innovation design icon, a highly technological solution and, for this very
reason, extremely user-friendly.
In practice, it is a matter of having a single machine that can
assume many shapes and configurations, depending on the
packaging requirements. Completely interchangeable labelling
stations are installed on it, which
can be replaced in a few steps.
One can switch from a hot glue
technology system to a cold glue
or self-adhesive system, so the
changeover is really immediate.
The labelling stations can be
either fixed or self-standing carousels, therefore modularity is
expressed both in the available
technologies and in the configurations that can be obtained.
When customers see the
Modular SL in action, they are
impressed.
Another fundamental factor is
that the Modular SL is a machine
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dedicated to safety, which makes
operator protection another of
its strengths. P.E. Labellers has
designed this machine to be not
only a technological prodigy, but
also a safety bulwark for all the
workers. The Modular SL has guillotine protections, which if raised
instantly stop the machine’s
activity. The guillotine protection system on the stations with
cold glue technology are “patent
pending,” a patent owned by PE
Labellers (one of the 45 that the
company holds) and which they
are particularly proud of. The various types of safety protections
are applied at all the most delicate points, both on the machine
and on the groups.
Another great advantage that
the Modular SL allows to obtain
is the ability to cover multiple
markets, meeting the needs of
business sectors such as beverage, wine & spirits, food & diary,
personal & home care, as well as
the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. All these sectors
require a level of competence
and flexibility that can only be
fully satisfied through a modular
approach. The buyers of Modular
SL are varied, precisely because
it is a solution that responds to
many different labelling needs.
All of them need to optimize their
production processes, or “travel
at different speeds” with more or
less large machines: the Modular
SL covers a truly extended range,
providing 9 different diameters,
from 576 mm up to 2,320 mm,
with speeds ranging from 2,000
bph up to 72,000 bph.
The concept of modularity is
extended to every component of
the machines and strongly oriented towards energy saving. This
is why Modular SL represents an
effective response, which results

in cost-effective production and
real optimization of the lines.
It is thus comprehensible why
this is a labeling solution appreciated both by large multinationals
with global diffusion and by line
manufacturers, whether they are
corporate groups or individual
companies.
Creating, designing and developing a machine like Modular
SL represented a very important
milestone, achieved by the whole
company. But the greatest satis-

faction is seeing the popularity
this machine has obtained from
the market, which translates into
concrete customer satisfaction.
The best goal is when you give an
effective response to a concrete
need. In P.E. they try to make
them score a goal every day.
(P.E. Labellers - Via Industria
56 - 46047 Porto Mantovano MN - Italy - Tel. +39 0376389311
- Fax +39 0376389411 - email:
pelabellers@pelabellers.it - www.
pelabellers.it)

Save energy and help
the environment with Air Master
The production process of PET
and rPET containers by means of
stretch-blow moulding systems
requires the use of high pressure
compressed air produced by a
compressor powered by electricity.
SMI stretch-blow moulders
are designed to ensure high energy efficiency; in particular, the
machines of the latest generation
make use of cutting-edge technology, like AIR MASTER double
stage air recovery system, that
enables to reduce compressed

air consumption up to 40% compared to the systems that are not
equipped with it.
The double stage air recovery
system is configured as follows:
1. The first stage recovers the
air that is then used for the
pre-blowing and the machine
service phases
2. The second system, that
complements the first one,
takes part of the exhaust air
and uses it exclusively for the
blowing phase.

Advantages of Air Master upgrade (SMI).
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Air Master: how it works
1) On every stretch-blow moulding station, two exhaust valves
are installed: the first feeds
the recovery system, pumping
air into the recovery line, while
the second discharges the air
that cannot be recovered
2) The air recovered is taken
and used for feeding the
pre-blowing and the machine
service circuits
3) Extra air is used for feeding
the low pressure line of the
machine external utilities
4) The second stage allows a
further saving, as it uses the

exhaust air for the blowing
phase.
Even customers who own SMI
stretch-blow moulders of the
previous generations can benefit from the advantages of this
recovery system, by installing
an upgrade package. Advantages of Air Master upgrade:
- Recovery of compressed air
that would otherwise be released to the environment;
- Reuse of air for the stretchblow moulding process;
- Reduction of high pressure air
and electricity consumption
of up to 30% (*) compared
to the systems that are not

equipped with this upgrade;
- Eco-sustainable solution;
- Less wear and reduced maintenance costs of the compressor.
SMI offers a wide range of
upgrades aimed at boosting efficiency, environmental compatibility and energy saving.
For more information on the
solutions that suit your needs,
do not hesitate to contact our
upgrade department.
(SMI - Via Carlo Ceresa 10 24015 San Giovanni Bianco - BG
- Italy - Tel. +39 034540111 email: info@smigroup.it - www.
smigroup.it)

Optimizing Coffee Capsule packaging line
The massive consumption of
Coffee in capsules for domestic
coffee machines has forced cap-

Stawimpianti Coffee Recovery Machine.
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sules manufacturers to boost
their production line to make it as
much efficient as possible, in order to meet the market demand
growth. Production boost has
obviously increased the quantity
of capsules discarded from the
line forcing the manufacturer to
consider those as an acceptable
loss within the work cycle.
Stawimpianti, with its Coffee Recovery Machine, offers to
manufacturers the chance to
optimize their packaging line
through the recovering of the
coffee powder contained in the
discarded capsules that cannot
be sold. Capsules, once discarded
from the packaging line, pass –
manually or through a conveyor
belt – inside the Coffee Recovery,
where the capsule breaking system patented by Stawimpianti
open them, leaving of a sufficient
size to be sure that they can be
stopped by the vibrating screen

below, which guarantees the
perfect separation between the
capsule material and the coffee
powder in it.
The Coffee recovered from the
capsules that cannot be sold is
reintroduced into the packaging
process in order to be inserted
into new capsules. This process
allows manufactures to recover
a quantity of coffee powder between the 75 and 90%.
In this way, thanks to Stawimpianti Coffee Recovery Machine,
manufactures are able to transform the coffee contained in discarded capsules from waste into
a resource to be reintroduced in
the market.
(Stawimpianti - Strada Privata
Oglio, 12/14/16 - Frazione
Sesto Ulteriano - 20098 San
Giuliano Milanese - MI - Italy Tel. +39 02 98282186 - email:
stawimpianti@stawimpianti.it www.stawimpianti.it)
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A flexible flow-wrapping machine
for a wide selection of biscuit varieties
Living like ‘God in France’ – of course this has to include fine baked goods. Before connoisseurs can enjoy
biscuits, waffles and other specialities, however, the goods must be securely packaged. An Alsatian
manufacturer with over a hundred years of heritage relies on a modern flow-wrapping machine from Schubert
to package its baked goods. The flexibility of the robot-assisted flowpacker ensures that the producer will be
able to switch to more sustainable packaging in the future.
Today, the variations in material and shape of packaging
are practically endless. After
all, providers have to satisfy an
increasing variety of customer
requirements and wishes.
The sustainability aspect is
becoming increasingly important. Especially in the B2C-dominated food sector, the share
of paper-based packaging elements is steadily increasing
– for example, for sweet baked
goods. Small and medium-sized
confectionery manufacturers,
many of them with a long heritage and a wide range of fine
pastries with various sizes,
are also closely examining the
possibilities of packaging their
popular products sustainably in
the future or perhaps already
today.
But for medium-sized companies in particular, the switch
to new types of packaging

In less than 30 minutes, the flow-wrapping machine switches between different formats.
Paper-based trays, U-boards and film are also supported (Schubert).

cannot be made overnight, and
client needs can evolve differently depending on the sales
market.

The flow-wrapping machine combines de-stackers, pick & place robots, quality control and
the Flowmodul in the smallest of footprints (Schubert).
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Packaging as diverse
as the contents
What was needed for the
small bakery in Alsace, therefore, was a real multitasker that
could keep up with the wide
range of products and packaging, including sustainable solutions. Specifically, the bakery
wanted to be able to handle
plastic and paper-based films,
trays made of cardboard and
plastic, and U-boards. Also in
demand was the gentle processing of a wide variety of biscuit
shapes, from directly after the
production process, through
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The flowpacker can also process mono films and, as shown here,
paper-based films (Schubert).

Whether forming shoulders, drivers, robot tools or tray magazines
– all format parts are easy to exchange and immediately ready for
use without requiring subsequent adjustment (Schubert).

The baked goods
manufacturer
already uses
sustainable
packaging materials
such as cardboard
trays and recyclable
films with the flowwrapping machine
(Schubert).

quality control and packaging
into flowpacks bags, both with
and without trays.

Robot-supported handling
of all formats
The bakery was delighted
to receive Schubert’s offer of a
flow-wrapping machine that met
all its requirements. It has been
handling all steps of the packaging process since its installation in June 2020. Flexibility
is required right from the beginning of the process because
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the biscuits come directly from
the oven to the packaging line
without a buffer. This is how the
robot-assisted flowpacker plays
out its strengths perfectly: Long
conveyor belts are superfluous;
instead, the biscuits are picked
up flexibly and gently from the
product belt by three F4 robots and placed into the trays
or directly onto the flowpacker
infeed belt. A fourth F4 robot is
used variably for packing into
trays, or for batches where the
products are to be packed directly into flowpacks. To entirely

rule out damaged goods, each
product must also pass through
an incident-light scanner, which
ensures that only the high-quality baked goods are then further
packed.

Ready
for a sustainable future
Flexible robot technology is an
advantage that is already paying
off today for the traditional Alsatian bakery. Schubert’s packaging
line is also prepared for mono
films or the foreseeable development of paper-based films. If
the Alsacian customer decides to
use these packaging materials or
new developments such as compostable films, the flow-wrapping
machine can quite simply remain
in use.
(Gerhard Schubert GmbH - Industriegebiet Südost - Hofäckerstraße 7 - 74564 Crailsheim
- Germany - Tel. +49 79514000
- e-mail: info@gerhard-schubert.
de - www.schubert.group)
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Tailor-made solutions
EBARA Pumps Europe, part of the Japanese group EBARA, manufactures the EVMSL series (AISI
316L) with tri-clamp connection and stainless steel base designed to meet all application needs in
the pharmaceutical and food & beverage fields.
The main features of EVMS series are reliability, corrosion-resistance and easy inspection thanks to
the tri-clamp connection.
For more information contact industry@ebaraeurope.com

www.ebaraeurope.com

PRODUCT TRENDS

3 strategies for plant-based
brands to stay ahead
of the competition

Further vegan innovation
and consolidation expected
Vegan food and drink innovation continues to increase.
According to Mintel GNPD, in North America and Europe,
7% of food and drink launches featured a vegan claim five
years ago, rising to 12% of launches in the last year. The
trend towards vegan innovation is expected to continue as consumers demand products offering both health
and environmental benefits.
Looking at the last five years to May 2021, Mintel GNPD
also shows that the top ten companies that have launched
vegan innovation globally are Danone, Aldi, dm-drogerie, Lidl, Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Unilever, Marks & Spencer,
Woolworths and Kellogg. These companies account for
around one in ten launches of vegan products globally,
which shows how fragmented the vegan sector still is.
Interestingly, these top 10 companies have not increased
their share of launches over the past five years, evidencing
that smaller start-up brands are still playing a prominent
role in driving vegan sales.
As more of the multinationals seek to improve
their plant-based offering by developing vegan innovation or acquiring vegan brands, such as Danone’s recent acquisition of the Vegenaise brand, we can expect
to see further market consolidation.
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Diversify plant-based protein sources
Improved variety in plant-based proteins is
key for continued market growth. Among the
third of US plant-based protein consumers who
are eating these foods more often than a year
ago, nearly half are doing so for variety in their
meals.
Types, formats and sources of plant-based
protein innovation will also continue to diversify in order to meet consumer demands for
realistic alternatives to both meat and dairy.
The high use of burger substitutes has much
to do with their availability and the innovations
brands have made in taste and texture of these
products. Brands can find ways to stay ahead
of competition by elevating new alternative
formats to other types of meat products in the
way that Impossible Foods and Beyond Meat
did with burgers.

Improve nutrition profile
The next frontier is improving meat alternatives’
nutrition proposition. In response to some consumers’
concerns about the lack of nutrition (like the majority of
Chinese adults who agree that they cannot get enough nutrition from plant-based foods alone), innovators are finding ways to differentiate on the nutrition profile as well.
Heura’s plant-based burger, for example, offers the
sensorial experience of meat with more protein and less
saturated fat. Heura has developed a fat analogue that
transforms extra virgin olive oil, which unlike coconut oil or
animal fats is low in saturated fat, into a solid form.
Brands have an opportunity to communicate their
healthy unique selling point to customers and educate
them on social media. Beyond Meat, for example, emphasises the strong nutritional profile of their burgers on their
Instagram page, by creating “tags” for their healthy credentials.
Brands should also work to ensure that existing plantbased proteins, such as soy, don’t lose out to newer plantbased proteins. Dial up key benefits such as soy’s protein
quality due to its inclusion of all nine essential amino acids.
Kate Vlietstra
www.mintel.com
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Greater focus
on flavors as sports nutrition
mainstreams

Unlike most food and beverage sectors, sports nutrition is traditionally sold
largely on efficacy rather than taste, with flavor often a secondary consideration. As the
category pushes further into the mainstream
and product offerings diversify beyond basic
protein powders, however, flavor choices are
becoming more important in delivering competitive edge.

More modern flavors move forward
According to a report from Innova Market
Insights, 41% of sports nutrition shoppers still
consider flavor to be an important factor when
choosing food and drink, although it falls into
third place behind health aspects and cost.
Millennials are not only the most adventurous consumer group when it comes to flavor,
but also the most likely to include sports nutrition products in a typical grocery basket. This
has strongly driven the move to new and modern flavors in preference to more traditional
tastes.
As sports nutrition has moved increasingly
into the mainstream, flavor blends are gaining
ground, with greater attention to more complex and complementary tastes. Certain flavors
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can enhance energizing profiles, for example, with coffee the
single most energizing flavor in consumer consciousness.
Citrus and tropical fruit also have positive energy connotations, while in broader terms, spiciness/sharpness was seen
as particularly energizing, ahead of sweet flavors.
At the same time, traditional brown and vanilla flavors
are facing rising competition from fruit, nut and novelty
tastes. Fruit and nuts offer a healthy image, but can also
add indulgence, as well as fulfilling the rising demand for
more natural, vegan and plant-based products. Meanwhile
NPD is also taking inspiration from other food and drinks
markets.

Brand crossovers bring new directions
Hybridization is already a top trend and the influence on
flavor use in sports nutrition is rising as the category moves
further into the mainstream and we start to see brand
crossovers. Trust and familiarity gained in using flavors from
other recognized brands makes it likely that further brand
extension and co-branding will be used. There are already
signs that mainstream firms are ready to explore opportunities in this area, not only taking direct steps into sports
nutrition themselves, but also opting for licensing deals for
the use of their flavors and brands by existing sports nutrition specialists.

The Covid-19 effect
The Covid-19 pandemic is also impacting the direction of
flavor choices in sports nutrition, with interest in immune
health particularly relevant. In 2020, immune health claims
boosted their penetration in sports nutrition launches
from 7% to almost 12%, driving the use of immune healthy
flavors and ingredients. Citrus fruits will continue to lead,
with high consumer recognition of their vitamin content
and immune benefits, while antioxidant-rich berries and
green tea and antibacterial honey and ginger are also likely
to perform well.
Meanwhile, higher levels of comfort eating since the
pandemic is driving nostalgia and increased indulgence
in flavor choices. This will push more familiar flavors from
sweet treats categories into the sports nutrition area, as
has already been seen in North America with candy, cake and
dessert variants. Chocolate remains an important go-to flavor while, at the same time, hazelnut flavors have benefited
from chocolate-hazelnut combinations inspired by chocolate
spreads and confectionery.
www.innovamarketinsights.com
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Mintel expects fibre
and next-generation stevia
to shake up sugar reduction

‘No added sugar’ claims are growing in Europe,
with the UK leading the charge as it has the highest
proportion (15%) of European food and drink launches carrying this claim in the past five years, followed
by Germany (13%) and France (10%). In Poland, ‘no
added sugar’ claims have doubled since 2016, reaching 9% of food and drink launches in 2021.
According to Mintel’s latest consumer research,
almost three out of five (59%) French and German
consumers are trying to limit their sugar intake,
rising to 65% of respondents in Poland and 67% in
Spain. However, over half of German (54%) and (53%)
French* consumers simply prefer eating less indulgent products instead of consuming more ‘light/diet’
alternatives. This is especially true for carbonated
soft drinks, with Polish (38%)** and German (37%)**
consumers being the most likely to agree that ‘better-for-you’ carbonated soft drinks do not feel like a
treat.
Neha Srivastava, Food and Drink Patent Analyst at
Mintel, said: “The pandemic has amplified the need
for indulgence, influencing consumers’ choice of food
and drink. At the same time, the pandemic has seen
people place a higher priority on their health by, for
example, reducing their sugar intake - but they don’t
want to compromise on taste.
Food and drink companies are starting to pay
more attention to cutting sugar from their products.
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Based on the percentage of granted patents currently active in Europe, France and Germany are among
the top five leading countries with the majority of
patent grants related to sugar reduction, each accounting for 5% of all global patent grants. Recent
patent activity related to sugar reduction varies from
improving the taste of sweeteners to innovating new
techniques to reduce the production cost of rare sugars.”

Functional fibre and next-gen stevia
could appeal as natural alternatives
Functional fibres in low/reduced sugar food and
drink launches are on the rise, increasing globally
from 11% in 2015 to 19% in 2020. Inulin is the most
common functional fibre in low/reduced sugar prod-

ucts, with product launches containing inulin having
tripled in the past five years, rising to 9% in 2020
from 3% in 2015.
With 63%*** of Germans concerned about how
sugar reduction in food and drink is achieved, combining fibres with sugar to reduce overall sugar content could be an option worth exploring as an alternative. This could also appeal to the 29%**** of Brits
that are interested in more fruit juices, juice drinks
and smoothies with high fibre content.
Alternatively, stevia as a plant-based sweetener
has the potential to appeal to European consumers
as a sugar substitute. In fact, 63%*** of Germans
have no concerns about the amount of plant-based
sweeteners (such as stevia) used in food and drink.
Neha Srivastava, Food and Drink Patent Analyst
at Mintel, said: “Consumers are aware of the importance of fibres in maintaining gut health. Brands can
leverage this awareness by repositioning them as a
multifunctional health ingredient that helps reduce
sugar content in food and drink whilst improving gut
health.
Stevia continues to gain traction in food and drink
launches because of its naturalness and zero calorific
value, but its bitter and lingering aftertaste remains
a significant barrier. Recent patent innovations to improve taste issues and physicochemical properties,
like purity and solubility, to produce next-generation
stevia may help overcome the challenge.
“Innovators are looking for alternative approaches, such as the use of sweet flavouring agents and
aromas as a promising option to reduce sugar content in new food and drink products - especially in
dairy desserts. This can be a promising option to
reduce sugar content by providing sweet perception
in brain cells.”
www.mintel.com

*

987 internet users aged 16+ who try to eat/drink healthily,
France; 1,955 internet users aged 16+ who try to eat/drink
healthily, Germany; 997 internet users aged 16+ who try
to eat/drink healthily, Spain; 988 internet users aged 16+
who try to eat/drink healthily, Poland; March 2021
**
1,000 internet users aged 16+ in Poland and 2,000
internet users aged 16+ in Germany, December 2020
*** 2,000 internet users aged 16+, Germany, June 2020
**** 2,000 internet users aged 16+, UK, October 2020
***** 1,000 internet users aged 16+, Italy and Spain, September
2020
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Flavor is king, but is not
the only trend in ice cream

Flavor is the single most important choice factor
and purchase driver for ice cream shoppers. However,
there are other trends in ice cream development that
help to build further competitive edge. These include
non-dairy formulations, low sugar recipes, cleaner labels and ethical ingredients.
Non-dairy ice cream has certainly been booming
in recent years. Launch numbers rose at a CAGR of
almost 30% over 2016-2020 and non-dairy lines now
account for 10% of all ice cream introductions. This
rises to as much as one-quarter of all activity in North
America and one-fifth of launches in Australasia.

Low sugar formulations are also gaining ground,
reaching penetration of 6% of launches in 2020.
“The development of more natural sweeteners has
attracted more attention to sugar reduction,” says Lu
Ann Williams, Director of Innovation at Innova Market Insights. “Artificial sweeteners have steadily lost
ground, and erythritol, stevia and monk fruit are now
the top three choices in low sugar and sugar-free ice
cream.”
Meanwhile, when it comes to clean label development, shorter and simpler ingredients lists are popular. Some brands have even flagged the number of
ingredients, or indeed the full
ingredient list, on their packaging.
Although these are all interesting trends in ice cream
development, flavor is still
king. Even where alternative
positionings are used to target
specific consumer interests,
taste choices remain vital. In
fact, they can be even more
important in healthier recipes,
helping to cement an indulgent
image. For example, salted
caramel is one of the biggest
winners in recent flavor development, rising to fifth in
the flavor rankings in 2020.
However, its penetration in
non-dairy ice cream is more
than twice as high as in regular
dairy ice cream.
www.innovamarketinsights.com
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THE LIGHTLINE CARTONPACKER

NO MORE REASON TO PUT
DECISIONS ON ICE.

The lightline machines from Schubert can be delivered quickly and are exceptionally
attractive in terms of price. With the preconfigured machines, customers can adapt
more flexibly to market trends and significantly shorten their time-to-market.
The LIGHTLINE CARTONPACKER consists of a single compact machine frame, and packs
boxes, cans, bags or bottles into cartons and trays with or without a lid, wrap-around
cartons and RSC cartons. It offers an affordable and space-saving possibility to
automate packaging processes with the most efficient technology on the market
while ensuring the highest availability and packaging quality.
The world’s leading FMCG and private label manufacturers rely on Schubert.
www.schubert.group

FACH PACK
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Naturally sweeter approach
to reducing sugar
in food and beverages

Innova Market Insights’ latest
Ingredient Insider report analyzes
trends in sugar reduction and the use
of sweeteners in food and beverages.
The report includes market and consumer research, new product activity
and the use of sugar-related claims in
food and beverages.
Efforts to reduce sugar levels
are well established and ongoing,
reflecting the well-documented link
to dental caries as well as the widely
held view that high sugar consumption is a causative factor for a range
of conditions including weight gain,
diabetes and hyperactivity in children. Government intervention in
this regard has become more widespread globally, including the use of
sugar taxes and the regulation of
advertising targeting children.
Four in 10 consumers in Innova’s
global Health and Nutrition Survey in
2020 claimed to have decreased their
sugar consumption over a 12-month
period. The prevention of health conditions was the leading reason given
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for this reduction, ahead of weight management and
followed by dental health.
“In recent years ingredient innovations have enabled manufacturers to better replicate the multiple
sensory and functional properties of sugar, including
sweetness, mouthfeel, bulk, browning and moisture
retention, while lowering the amounts of sugar and
calories,” reports Lu Ann Williams, Global Insights Director at Innova Market Insights.
Sweeteners currently include non-nutritive, bulk,
reduced-calorie sugars and rare sugars, but ongoing
research is likely to discover forms of sugar that can
be marketed as natural and offer both formulation
and metabolic benefits, while increasingly successfully targeting the high taste expectations of consumers.
As well as NPD activity in sweet ingredients, such
as fruits to provide sweetness that does not count
towards added sugar on labels, the demand for natural sweeteners like stevia, monk fruit and erythritol
is rising in response to consumer demand for clean
products and a clean label. These are starting to
displace other sweeteners considered to be artificial, reflecting Innova Market Insights’ Top Trend
for 2021, “Transparency Triumphs.” Companies are
upping their game to tell the story of their product
by detailing exact ingredients and origins along with
production processes.
Manufacturers are continuing to develop new steviol rebaudioside glycosides with sweetness profiles
that better match the taste of sugar. At the same
time, new production methods are reducing environmental impact. Blends of ingredients used to replicate the sensory and functional properties of sugar
include plant-derived sweet-tasting fibers such as
chicory root fiber.
These ingredient mixes will continue to optimize
taste, recognizing its vital role as a purchase driver. These can encompass concentrated sweeteners
alone, or in combination with fibers and other components that replicate the sensory and functional
properties of sugar. Ingredients can be chosen and
tailored to match the dietary requirements of consumers, including plant based, vegan and gluten free.
They are also likely to offer benefits beyond sweetness, such as better-tolerated fibers and protein
fortification.
www.innovamarketinsights.com
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Coffee conscience:
half of all global coffee
launches are sustainable

Consumers around the globe are drinking coffee
with a conscience. According to research from Mintel
Global New Products Database (GNPD), nearly half
(48%) of all new coffee product launches in 2020
carried an ethical or environmental claim, close to
double the number from almost a decade ago (2012)
when just one in four (25%) coffee launches were
sustainable.
Pods/capsules - which account for a quarter of
(24%) of global coffee innovation - are the category’s
most controversial format because of the amount of
landfill waste they create. Only two in five pods (39%)
globally carry a recyclable claim. Currently, one in ten
pods/capsules uses a biodegradable claim (11%) and/
or a compostable claim (10%).
Overall, when it comes to sustainability, coffee
fares well compared to the total food and drink market where just 35% of new product launches carry a
sustainable claim in Europe - in comparison to 64% of
coffee launches in the region.
Jonny Forsyth, Associate Director, Mintel Food &
Drink, said: “Undoubtedly, sustainability will be the
defining issue for the coffee industry over the next
20 years. Consumer expectations of coffee brands will
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rise dramatically as eco-anxiety replaces pandemic
paranoia. Consumers are becoming more aware of
carbon emissions and coffee is one of the worst offenders. The more activist-minded younger generation will show less tolerance for waste, especially
pods that are recyclable but rarely recycled, with
launches of ‘greener’ pods expected to grow fast.
“COVID-19 has made consumers more sensitive
to inequalities, and most farmers are poorly paid
despite coffee’s huge profits and use of fair trade
claims. Brands will need to help farmers navigate
global warming to avoid the loss of supply and livelihoods. Brands will need to be much more ‘hands on’
and put their sustainable values and actions at the
heart of their brand message.”

A year of packaged coffee accelerates
in-home barista trend
COVID-19 has brought about an impressive 8%
rise in total global packaged coffee launches during
2020, compared to 2019. Fresh varieties including
pods (24%), ground (23%), and beans (15%) now
account for almost two thirds of global coffee innovation collectively.

The ‘in-home barista’ trend is far more developed
in Western markets where pods, beans, and ground
coffee account for 77% of all coffee launches, compared to just 44% in Asia, Latin America, the Middle
East, and Africa - where mixes (20%), instant (18%)
and ready-to-drink (RTD) (19%) varieties dominate.
Ground coffee has experienced a substantial jump in
innovation in Western markets, accounting for 19% of
new product launches in 2019 rising to 24% in 2020.
The pandemic has forced consumers to make more
coffee at home and attempt to replicate the quality of
the fresh, on-premise brews they are accustomed to
drinking in coffee shops pre-pandemic. In the UK, retail coffee sales increased by 13% in 2020 compared
to 2019, versus a 38% decline in revenue for coffee
shops.
Jonny Forsyth said: “The COVID-19 pandemic created a fascinating year for coffee, especially as it saw the
reversal of a long-term trend. For years, coffee shops
have taken share from retail coffee, but the pandemic
forced drinkers to make more coffee in-home and replicate the quality of fresh on-premise brews.
“For many, the key to coffee making has moved
beyond the desire for it to simply be ‘good coffee’; it’s
now about brewing creative coffee, adding the same
style and aspiration you would see in a coffee shop. We
predict that in as little as two years’ time, this trend
will be further developed as coffee-making technology
improves and machine prices reduce. Moving forward,
retail brands need to behave more like coffee shops
in order to engage with consumers. This means using
social media and new product innovation to offer customers choice, community, and storytelling.”

Home-bound consumers see 15% decline
in RTD new product development
Finally, while consumers across the globe have become expert baristas, coffee lovers have - temporarily - turned their backs on the cold RTD format, which
was growing strongly in many markets prior to the
pandemic. According to Mintel GNPD, the number of
global RTD coffee launches (such as chilled coffee in a
can) shrunk a substantial 15% during 2020 compared
to 2019, as the need for on-the-go formats declined.
Jonny Forsyth said: “After years of explosive
growth, ready-to-drink coffee really struggled during
2020 as the lack of on-the go occasions meant convenience wasn’t consumers’ top priority.”
www.mintel.com
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Stone fruit production
in European Union

In MY 2021/22 (January/December), the European
Union (EU) production of peaches and nectarines may
decline 16.6% compared to the previous year to 2.67
million MT. This drop is expected in most of the major
EU producing countries due to unfavorable weather
conditions during spring and a continuous decrease
in area planted. This estimated drop in EU peaches
and nectarines production is one of the smallest in
the last three decades and follows another significant shortage in supply in MY 2020/21.
According to FAS Post projections published by
USDA , the area planted is anticipated to trend down
at 200,000 ha (hectares) in MY 2021/22. Total cherry production in MY 2021/22 is projected to lower
5.3% to 664,800 MT due to the expected decline in
the major producing countries. According to FAS projections, in MY 2021/22, the updated data for total
EU cherry planted area will remain stable at around
164,000 ha. During this marketing year, the EU stone
fruit market is expected to rebalance and improve EU
market prices for stone fruits.
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Despite the COVID-19 crisis, the EU stone fruit sector was not negatively impacted. The harvest season
developed normally following the COVID-19-related
sanitary standards and with available seasonal workers. In addition, the EU implemented special measures
to ensure the continuance of operational programs of
fruits and vegetables. However, COVID-19 increased
fruit production costs, due to the related sanitary
standards, logistics, organization of workflows, and
new work requirements.
The EU is self-sufficient in peaches and nectarines to satisfy domestic demand. It is a net
exporter of peaches and nectarines, with Spain

as the major Member State exporting outside the
EU. However, there are small amounts of imports
due to the decline in EU production during 2020:
according to Trade Data Monitor (TDM), in MY
2020/21 the EU’s imports of peaches and nectarines were valued at 60 million U.S. dollars (USD)
and amounted to 38,872 MT, a 60% increase from
the previous year. The main suppliers of peaches
and nectarines to the EU were Turkey, Chile, and
South Africa. In addition, imports within the EU
may increase to respond to domestic demand,
sourced mainly from Spain. In MY 2021/22, the
estimated drop in EU peaches and nectarines production may continue to encourage imports. In MY
2020/21, EU exports of peaches and nectarines
were valued at 244 million USD, and the volume
declined 30% to 180,199 MT due to the shorter
supply during the previous season. The EU main
export destination for peaches and nectarines
were the United Kingdom, Ukraine, Switzerland,
and Belarus. In MY 2021/22, EU exports of peaches
and nectarines may continue trending downward
due to the expected significant decline in supply.
Conversely, the EU is not self-sufficient in cherry
production, thus the EU is a net importer of cherries sourced mostly from other Member States and
Turkey. Prior to Brexit, the EU imported U.S. cherries mainly through the United Kingdom. In the last
three seasons, due to the shortage of EU cherry
supply, EU cherry imports significantly increased
and may continue growing in MY 2021/22. According to TDM, in MY 2020/21, EU imports of fresh
cherries were valued at 185 million USD with a total
volume of 52,413 MT, a 5% increase compared to
the previous season due to lower domestic supply.
The main export destinations for EU producers are
other Member States; other destinations outside
the EU are the United Kingdom, Switzerland, and
Belarus.
Up to now, according to TDM, Brexit is not impacting the stone fruit trade within the EU. Conversely,
the loss of the Russian market due to the 2014 Russian embargo (see Policy section) has not been compensated by the increase in EU stone fruit exports
inside the EU and to third countries.
www.ars.usda.gov
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The Mediterranean athlete’s nutrition:
are protein supplements necessary?
It is recommended that an
athlete, in order to ensure correct nutrition and performance,
should consume between 1.2 and
2.0 g/kg/day of protein, while the
daily recommended protein intake for a non-athlete is 0.8and
0.9 mg/kg/day. It is unclear if
athletes living in Mediterranean
countries are able to meet protein requirements without supplementation, since Mediterranean diet de-emphasizes meat and
meat products.
Italian Researchers have published in Nutrients journal the
results of a study involving 166
athletes (125 males) enrolled
between 2017 and 2019 were
required to keep a dietary journal for three consecutive days (2
workdays and 1 weekend day).
Athletes had to be >18 years old,
train in a particular sport activity
more than 3 h a week and compete at least at an amateur level.
Journal data were collected and
then translated into macro-nutrient content (grams of protein,
carbohydrates, and lipids) by a
nutritionist.
Results showed that the
protein intake reported by this
specific population vary slightly
from the Academy of Nutrition
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and Dietetics (AND), Dietitians of
Canada (DC), and the American
College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)
joint statement recommendation level. Average protein levels
without protein supplementation
fell within the protein guidelines.
Counterintuitively, the intake
among those who supplemented
their diet with protein was higher
compared with those who did not,
even when excluding the contribution of supplements. Although the
majority of subjects participating

in the study were able to meet
protein intake recommended for
athletes without protein supplementation, 27% of athletes were
below the guideline range.
In conclusions, these data
suggest that athletes’ nutrition
should be more often evaluated
by a nutritionist and that they
will benefit from increasing their
nutritional knowledge in order to
make better food choices, resorting to protein supplementation
only when effectively needed.
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Rosemary flowers as edible plant foods
Rosmarinus officinalis L., commonly known as rosemary, has
been largely studied for its wide
use as food ingredient and medicinal plant; less attention has
been given to its edible flowers,
being necessary to evaluate their
potential as functional foods or
nutraceuticals.
To achieve that, Spanish Researchers have determined the
phenolic profile of the ethanolic
extract of R. officinalis flowers
using LC-DAD-ESI/MSn and then

its antioxidant and anti-ageing
potential was studied through in
vitro and in vivo assays using Caenorhabditis elegans. The phenolic
content was 14.3±0.1 mg/g extract, transrosmarinic acid being
the predominant compound in
the extract, which also exhibited
a strong antioxidant capacity in
vitro and increased the survival
rate of C. elegans exposed to lethal oxidative stress. Moreover, R.
officinalis flowers extended C. elegans lifespan up to 18%.

Therefore, these findings published in Antioxidants journal
support the potential use of R.
officinalis flowers as ingredients
to develop products with pharmaceutical and/or nutraceutical
potential.

Wheat bread supplemented with
the desert truffle Terfezia boudieri flour
Italian
Researchers
have
evaluated the effects of Terfezia
boudieri supplementation in the
range from 1 to 5% in wheat
bread in order to obtain a nutritionally increased product; the
results were published in
Analytical Letters.
The truffle powder
used to enrich the bread
showed relatively high
levels of soluble dietary
fiber (SDF, 0.435 µg-1 DW),
insoluble
dietary
fiber (IDF, 0.149 µg-1 DW)
and also a significant
polyphenol content of
21.0 mg-1 DW. Liquid chromatography-electrospray
ionization-tandem
mass
spectrometry
analysis
of the truffle ethanolic extract
allowed the identification of the
phenolic compounds quinic acid,
gallic acid, luteolin-7-o-glucoside,

apigenin-7-o-glucoside, kaempherol, cirsiliol, and acacetin that are
associated with the several health
benefits and primarily responsible
for the observed high antioxidant

activity. The high quantity of
truffle powder used for bread
preparation was responsible for
the increased phenolic content
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and antioxidant capacity of the
final product. Moreover, Terfezia boudieri powder showed
two important technological
potentialities, a water binding
capacity (0.459 µg-1 of water/
DW) and a fat absorption
capacity (0.237 µg of fats/
DW). Compared to the
control bread, the highest
percentage of T. boudieri powder addition (5%) in
bread formulation led to a
considerable presence of
phenolics and flavonoids
(266 mg GAE.kg-1 and 207
mg GAE.kg-1 respectively)
and a high antioxidant activity.
The supplementation
with 3% of truffle powder
was shown to optimize the nutritional quality of bread while
obtaining the highest score in a
sensory acceptability test.
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Carob bean: a new perspective for functional food
Carob (Ceratonia siliqua L.) is
an evergreen tree that belongs
to the Leguminosae family and
is typical of the Mediterranean
basin. It is well known for its valuable locust bean gum obtained

from carob seeds. However, the
food industry can obtain different
carob products from carob fruit
after processing. Carob products
are good sources of dietary fibre,
sugars, and a range of bioactive
compounds such as polyphenols
and D-pinitol.
Bioactive compounds present
in carob fruit and its derived products help control many health
problems such as diabetes, heart
diseases, and gastrointestinal
disorders due to their anti-hyperglycaemic, antioxidant, and

anti-inflammatory activities. So,
carob products have a great potential to be used as a functional
food ingredient.
Portuguese Researchers focused on carob characteristics
and processing, chemical composition, health benefits, and
applications in food formulations
to explore the potential of carob
in developing a wide variety of
health-beneficial food products.
The work was published in Trends
in Food Science & Technology
journal.

Can cassava improve the quality
of gluten free breads?
The effect of incorporating
different forms of cassava (flour,
native and sour starch) on the
quality of gluten-free breads was
evaluated by Spanish Researchers and the results were published in LWT - Food Science and
Technology journal.
Ten or 20% of a maize starch/
rice flour mixture was replaced
by these cassava products. Pasting and hydration properties of
the mixtures were analysed. The
rheology of doughs obtained was
also studied. The breads produced
were evaluated for specific volume, weight loss, texture, and sensory characteristics. The rheology
of the doughs did not change with
the addition of cassava starch,
but cassava flour increased the G’
and G values. These changes are
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more related to the cold hydration
properties than to the pasting
properties of the mixes. Ten percent of cassava products incorporation improved the quality of the
bread by increasing their specific
volume. However, this increase
was smaller when 20% of cassava
products were added. The incorporation of 20% of cassava flour
in breads reduced their specific
volume significantly.
Breads with cassava starch
were softer after 7 days of storage than control bread. Furthermore, their crumbs were more
cohesive and less dry in the
mouth, especially for sour starch.
Cassava starches and, to a lesser
extent, cassava flours can help
to improve the quality of gluten-free breads.
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New food freezing concept improves quality,
increases safety and cuts energy use
Shifting to a new food freezing method could make for safer
and better quality frozen foods
while saving energy and reducing
carbon emissions, according to a
new study published in Renewable & Sustainable Energy Reviews by U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) and University of
California-Berkeley scientists.

“A complete change over to
this new method of food freezing worldwide could cut energy use by as much as 6.5 billion
kilowatt-hours each year while
reducing the carbon emissions
that go along with generating
that power by 4.6 billion kg, the
equivalent of removing roughly
one million cars from roads,” said
ARS research food technologist

ARS scientists Cristina Bilbao-Sainz (right) and Roberto Avena-Bustillos demonstrate the use
of isochoric freezing chambers. Photo: U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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Cristina Bilbao-Sainz. She is with
the Healthy Processed Foods Research Unit, part of ARS’s Western Regional Research Center
(WRRC) in Albany.
“These savings could be
achieved without requiring any
significant changes in current frozen food manufacturing equipment and infrastructure, if food
manufacturers adopt this concept,” Bilbao-Sainz added.
The new freezing method,
called isochoric freezing, works
by storing foods in a sealed, rigid container—typically made of
hard plastic or metal—completely filled with a liquid such as water. Unlike conventional freezing
in which the food is exposed to
the air and freezes solid at temperatures below 32 degrees F,
isochoric freezing preserves food
without turning it to solid ice. As
long as the food stays immersed
in the liquid portion, it is protected from ice crystallization, which
is the main threat to food quality.
“Energy savings come from
not having to freeze foods completely solid, which uses a huge
amount of energy, plus there is
no need to resort to energy-intensive cold storage protocols
such as quick freezing to avoid ice
crystal formation,” Bilbao-Sainz
said.
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Isochoric freezing also allows for higher quality storage
of fresh foods such as tomatoes,
sweet cherries and potatoes that
are otherwise difficult to preserve with conventional freezing. Another benefit of isochoric freezing is that it also kills microbial contaminants during processing.
“The entire food production
chain could use isochoric freezing—everyone from growers to
food processors, product producers to wholesalers, to retailers. The process will even work
in a person’s freezer at home after they purchase a product—all
without requiring any major investments in new equipment,”
said WRRC center director Tara

McHugh, co-leader of this study.
“With all of the many potential
benefits, if this innovative concept catches on, it could be the
next revolution in freezing foods.”
UC-Berkeley biomedical engineer Boris Rubinsky, co-leader of
this project, first developed the
isochoric freezing method to cryopreserve tissues and organs for
transplants.
Since then, ARS and UC-Berkeley have applied for a joint patent
for applying isochoric freezing
to preserving food. The research
team is now developing the best
applications for this technology
in the frozen foods industry, especially scaling up the technology to an industrial level. They also
are seeking commercial partners

to help transfer the technology
to the commercial sector.
UC-Berkeley mechanical engineer Matthew Powell-Palm, one
of the lead authors of the study
paper, noted that “isochoric
freezing is a cross-cutting technology with promising applications in not only the food industry, but in medicine, biology, even
space travel.”
WRRC has also been designated a National Historic Chemical
Landmark in 2002 by the American Chemical Society for developing the Time-Temperature Tolerance studies, which made possible the production of stable, safe
and high quality frozen food, revolutionizing the industry in the
1950s.

Using the cryostabilising protein-polysaccharide
composition for chopped meat products
One of the technological
ways of improving the quality of
frozen semi-finished chopped
meat products is the use of protein-polysaccharide mixtures in
their composition. The mechanism of the cryoprotective action of these mixtures involves
the formation of the amorphous
structure of the product, decrease in the number of crystallisation centres, and reduction of
water activity, which is especially
important for long-stored meat
products at sub-zero temperatures.
For this purpose, a protein-polysaccharide composition
has been developed by Ukraine
Researchers which the work was
published in Food Science and
Technology. It consists of blood
plasma proteins, sodium casein-

ate, and dietary fibres of flax and
plantain (Plantago) in the ratio
1:1:2:2. The regularities of the effect of the selected composition
on the physicochemical properties of model forcemeat systems
have been established. It has
been proved that this composition allows eliminating the disadvantages of low-functional meat
raw materials in the semi-finished meat products and counteracting the negative effects of
their long-term storage in the
frozen state. It has been found
that 3% of the composite cryoprotectant mixture decreases the
cryoscopic temperature of forcemeat systems by 2.09-2.81°C, reduces the mass fraction of frozen moisture by 1.7% and the
water activity index by 0.0310.067. The mathematical mod-
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elling and processing of the experimental data in the system of
the mathematical package Mathcad 15 have allowed establishing
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that semi-finished chopped meat
products with a mass fraction of
the protein-polysaccharide composition contain up to 4% of frozen water when stored for up to
30 days at -10°C. Besides, the
chemical makeup and functional and technological properties
of model forcemeat systems containing different amounts of the
protein-polysaccharide composition have been studied to develop recommendations how to use

it as a cryoprotectant. It has been
proved that using 3% of the protein-polysaccharide composition
is technologically practical, since
it is an effective cryoprotectant of forcemeat systems during their low-temperature processing. The research results obtained allow purposefully forming
and stabilising the required functional, technological, structural,
mechanical, and sensory characteristics of the final product.

Fouling and cleaning of plate heat
exchangers: dairy application
Plate heat exchangers (PHEs)
used in milk thermal treatments
are subject to rapid fouling, while
Cleaning-in-Place (CIP) produces large amounts of wastes. Up
to 80% of production costs in
the dairy industry have been attributed to the effects of fouling
and cleaning. In spite of decades
of research, a detailed model for
simulation, monitoring, control
and optimisation of full heating and cleaning cycles for PHEs
is still not available. Mechanistic
simulation models based on dif-
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ferential equations typically address only fouling but not cleaning. More detailed models based
on Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) are computationally very
expensive and impractical to use
for optimization, scheduling and
control of complete PHEs.
A dynamic 2D model of PHEs is
presented by British Researchers
in Food and Bioproducts Processing journal in order to enable optimizing milk thermal treatment operations, taking into account both
fouling and cleaning. The model

balances predictive accuracy and
computational feasibility. It integrates: (i) various mechanisms
and kinetics for fouling and cleaning; (ii) a detailed moving boundary model of deposit growth that
captures its spatial distribution;
(iii) a dynamic thermo-hydraulic model of mass and heat transfer in a single PHE channel; (iv) the
flexible assembly of channels into
a variety of PHE configurations,
and (v) the flexible definition of
heating-cleaning cycles. The fouling model has been validated for
two PHE configurations against
experimental data, with excellent
results. Alternative fouling mechanism (due to aggregate proteins
or denatured proteins, and with/
without deposit re-entrainment)
have been explored. Results show
that the fouling observed in the
two arrangements is best fitted
by distinct fouling models, and
that the performance of the two
PHE arrangements is quite different. Dynamic cleaning models
have been integrated with the deposit moving boundary model and
validated. This has enabled for the
first time the seamless, detailed
simulation of individual and multiple heating-cleaning cycles, where
each phase starts from the detailed deposit distribution at the
end of the previous phase.
The models detail enables
the introduction of sophisticated condition-based logic in the
operation of each phase and
overall cycle. Using such condition-based logic it is shown that
cleaning time could potentially be reduced by ~50%. Finally, it
is shown that the heating/cleaning cycle can be optimized for
maximum productivity, balancing
fouling and cleaning trade-offs.
This is demonstrated for one of
the PHE arrangements.
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Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis
for active packaging
An innovative edible coating,
made from food grade polyvinyl
alcohol (PVOH) and gelatin hydrolysates (HGel), was evaluated by Spanish Researchers as a
carrier of Lactococcus lactis acting as anti-listeria protective culture for refrigerated foods. The
coating was applied on a compostable polylactic acid film surface and its anti-listeria activity was evaluated at 4°C in a liquid culture medium and in solid agar, inoculated with Listeria
monocytogenes. The best results
were obtained in agar, exerting a bactericide effect, whereas in the liquid medium the coating had bacteriostatic behaviour. Furthermore, the active
coating was applied to the surface of bags or separator liners
made from polylactic acid. Its
effectivity was evaluated with
creamy mushroom soup (bags)
and sliced cooked ham (separator liners) previously inoculated with L. monocytogenes and
stored at 4°C. Results showed
that the coating was effective
at inhibiting pathogen growth;
however, it did not display a bactericide effect in the foods. In
addition, L. lactis remained viable in all experiments conducted in this study. The acidification
produced by L. lactis, because of
the generation of organic acids,
did not compromise the sensory
properties of the sliced cooked
ham after 16 days of refrigerated storage. In contrast, consumers perceived a mushroom soup
acidification because of a greater decrease in pH than the sliced
cooked ham.

This study, published in Food
Control journal, demonstrates
that a food grade polyvinyl alcohol polymer blended with gelatin
hydrolysates can be used as a carrier of protective cultures of L. lactis to increase the microbiological
safety of refrigerated foods.

Moringa oleifera L.
leaf powder as ingredient
in gluten-free biscuits
Dried powder from Moringa
oleifera L. leaves (MOLP) could
be considered a promising naturally gluten-free (GF) ingredient to be added in the formulation of GF food products aiming
to improve the overall nutritional characteristics.
In a work published in the European Food Research and Technology journal, Italian Researchers have formulated GF biscuits
by replacing a commercial GF flour
mix with 0, 5, 10, and 15 g/100
g of MOLP. Chemical composition, physical and textural characteristics, starch pasting properties, and the in vitro starch digestibility were considered. Adding MOLP increased the amount
of protein and total dietary fibre.
Even at the lowest MOLP-substitution level, the biscuits had a total dietary fibre content >6 g/100
g dry matter. Differences in the
chemical composition might account for differences in starch
properties in terms of pasting behaviour and in vitro digestibility.
Using MOLP decreased the in vit-
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ro starch hydrolysis index of biscuits, the lowest value (69.3) obtained at the greatest MOLP inclusion level. In addition, an increase
in the resistant starch content
was reported, passing from 1.1 to
2.7 g/100 g dry matter for GF biscuits containing 0 to 15 g/100 g
of MOLP. Colour, spread ratio, and
hardness were affected by MOLP
inclusion. Biscuits containing 15
g/100 g of MOLP were characterized by the highest hardness value (41.9 N). Substitution level of
10 g/100 g should be considered
the threshold level for obtaining
a product with similar spread ratio than the control.
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Identification of mechanically separated meat
with an innovative ultrasonic method
An innovative analytical ultrasonic method for identification
and investigation of Mechanically Separated Meat (MSM) samples was developed by Polish Researchers and the results were
published in Food Chemistry
journal.
For this purpose, the ultrasonic wave velocity (f=5MHz) in
the investigated meat samples
was measured and the measured
ultrasonic velocity ranged from
1553.4 to 1589.9 m/s. The investigations were performed for:
1) minced hand deboned chicken fillets, 2) low pressure MSM
from chicken carcasses, 3) low
pressure MSM from chicken collarbones, 4) high pressure MSM
from chicken carcasses and 5)
high pressure MSM from chicken collarbones. Statistically significant (p<0.001) differences in
the ultrasonic velocity were observed for each of investigat-

ed kinds of meat. High significant correlations were found between the ultrasonic velocity
and the content of protein, fat,
sodium and density of the investigated meat.

The applicability of the developed ultrasonic method for identifying various kinds of meat and
to determine the content of protein, fat, sodium and density was
demonstrated.

Application of sonodynamic therapy
for foodborne pathogens disinfection
Sonodynamic therapy (SDT)
is a robust treatment based on
a combination of chemical compounds (sonosensitizers) and ultrasound processing that can be
applied in food processing to improve the inactivation of a diversity of targets include foodborne
pathogens and food spoilage microbes.
The objectives of the study
carried out by Researchers from
the University of California, Da-
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vis, (USA) were to evaluate the effectiveness of SDT systems that
use food-grade sonosensitizers
to inactivate selected food-borne
pathogens in several liquid systems including aqueous and beverage models. Two ultrasound
systems with different frequency
and intensity coupling with foodgrade sonosensitizers are employed in this study. The kinetic inactivation models are constructed to quantify the bacterial

reduction of the SDT treatments
using the standard plate count
method. After the synergistic bacterial inactivation is confirmed, the biochemical changes
in the treated cells are characterized to study the potential pathway of the inactivation. The bactericidal mechanisms to be studied focus on cellular apoptosis
indicators including membrane
damage, oxidative stress and the
suppression of metabolic activity.
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Results showed a significant
synergistic bacterial inactivation
over the selected bacterial models in a short period of treatment
time. The bacterial models were E.
coli O157:H7 and L. innocua strains
as representatives of gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria.
We observed that the SDT treatments achieved 5-to 6-log CFU reduction (P< 0.01) for both of the
tested bacteria within 15 minutes
in aqueous solutions. When applied in beverage models, the SDT
treatments showed enhanced decontamination of 5 to 6 logs CFU
(P< 0.01) within 10 minutes while
product quality attributes remain
unchanged. The treated bacteria showed signs of cellular apoptosis include significant membrane damage, intracellular oxi-

dative damage, and enzymatic activity suppression. The results of
this study published in Journal of
Food Protection demonstrate the
potential of sonodynamic ther-

apy as a rapid and highly effective food processing method for
improving the sanitation of food
products without compromising
food quality attributes.

The impact on quality of exogenous
and endogenous lipids during sponge cake making
Sponge cakes (SCs) are made
from wheat flour, sugar, eggs, leavening agents and optionally exogenous lipid additives (e.g.monoacylglycerols). Such additives facilitate aeration during batter mixing, provide gas cell stability after
mixing and facilitate the production of high-quality cakes. However, in reply to consumer demands,
industry is looking for alternatives for the use of such additives. This search requires a fundamental understanding of (i)
ingredient functionality during
SC (a foam-type cake) making in
general and of (ii) the functionality of endogenous lipids that
may serve as clean label alternatives in particular.
The entire SC making process (i.e. mixing, early and late

baking and cooling) is discussed
by Belgian Researchers and key
phenomena are identified. Furthermore, the role of endogenous and exogenous lipids and
their relation to SC quality are
described in detail. Finally, take
home messages and prospects
for further research are put forward. The results were published
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in Trends in Food Science & Technology journal.
Use of exogenous lipids leads
to high-quality SCs because they
impact air-liquid interface stability but also timing and extent
of cake structure setting during baking. Their use increases
air incorporation during mixing
and cake matrix stiffness during
late baking. When preparing
SCs without using exogenous
lipids, flour and egg lipids determine cake quality by their
impact at the air-liquid interface in batter. Although both
proteins and lipids adsorb at
the interface, proteins have a
more prominent role. In contrast to egg yolk lipids, free
flour lipids lower air-liquid interface stability.
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Basil seed gum edible films incorporated with
Artemisia sieberi and Achillea santolina essential oils
Researchers from Ireland
have prepared active edible films
by incorporating Artemisia sieberi and Achillea santolina essential oils (EOs) in basil seed gum
(BSG) films. The results, published
in the Journal of Food Processing and Preservation, showed an
increase in opacity, contact angel, and water vapor permeability of the films by the addition of
EOs, whereas the moisture content, water absorption capacity,
and water solubility declined.
The presence of EOs significantly improved the DPPH and
ABTS radical scavenging activities of BSG films. The agar diffusion disc method was carried out
to evaluate the antibacterial activity of the films against Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus cereus, Listeria
monocytogenes, Shigella dysenteriae, Salmonella Typhi, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. BSG film containing A. santolina+ A. sieberi (1:2
v/v) demonstrated the highest antibacterial activity against the selected bacteria. It can be concluded
that BSG film loaded with A. santolina + A. sieberi (1:2 v/v) EOs have
the potential to be used as an active edible film and improve the
shelf life of food products by delaying the oxidation and the microbial growth. Novelty impact state-
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ment. Active edible films were prepared by incorporation of Artemisia sieberi and Achillea santolinaessential oils (EO) into basil seed gum
(BSG) films. EOs significantly increased the opacity, water contact
angel, and water vapor permeability of BSG films. Films incorporat-

ed with the mixture of EOs (A. santolina + A. sieberi (1:2 v/v)) showed
the highest antibacterial and antioxidant activities. BSG films that
contained these EOs have the potential to be used as active packaging to increase the shelf life of
food products.

Pulsed light for the sanitation
in the winemaking industry
Pulsed light is an emerging
non-thermal technology viable
for foodstuff sanitation. The sanitation is produced through the
use of high energy pulses during
ultra-short periods of time (ns to
µs) that induces irreversible damages at the DNA level with the formation of pyrimidine dimers, but
also produces photo-thermal and
photo-physical effects on the microbial membranes that lead to a
reduction in the microbial populations. The reduction caused in the
microbial populations can reach
several fold, up to 4 log CFU/mL
decrement. A slight increase of 3°
to 4°C in temperature is observed
in treated food; nonetheless, this
increase does not modify either
the nutritional properties of the
product or its sensory profile. The
advantages of using pulsed light
could be used to a greater extent
in the winemaking industry.
Experimental trials conducted by Spanish Researchers have
shown a positive effect of reducing
native yeast and bacteria in grapes
to populations below 1-2 log CFU/
mL. In this way, pulsed light, a

non-thermal technology currently available for the sanitation of
foodstuffs, is an alternative for the
reduction in native microbiota and
the later control of the fermentative process in winemaking.
This certainly would allow the
use of fermentation biotechnologies such as the use of non-Saccharomycesyeasts in mixed and
sequential fermentations to preserve freshness in wines through
the production of aroma volatile compounds and organic acids, and the production of wines
with less utilization of SO2 in accordance with the consumers›
demand in the market
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Cultured meat may not be more
sustainable than traditional meat
Laboratory-grown meat is
now a real alternative that has
interesting margins for growth.
A life-cycle analysis conducted by
the Good Food Institute (GFI) – a

only challenge that this nascent
sector has to face: one is represented by the aspects related
to environmental sustainability,
because if it is true that cultured

non-profit group that supports
the development of alternative
proteins, including cultured meat
– shows that the production costs
of the latter could fall to a level
comparable to that of traditional
meat by 2030, when the process
will be brought to an industrial
scale.
An article by Oliver Morrison,
of Foodnavigator.com, however,
underlines how the cost is not the

meat does not need the same
amount of soy and cereals necessary for feeding farm animals, if
the electricity necessary to grow
meat in the laboratory was of
fossil origin, its ecological footprint could be similar to that of
conventional meat. According to
the GFI, it is also true that, once
the production of cultured meat
is brought to a commercial scale,
it may result in lower consump-
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tion of soil, water and emissions
than conventional farming.
In a life cycle assessment carried out by the independent research company CE Delft, the researchers hypothesize that over
the next decade the production
of cultured meat based on the
use of renewable energy could
lead to a 92% reduction in the
impact on global warming and
93% of particulate pollution and
a saving in terms of land use of
95% and water of 78% compared
to traditional farmed meat, these
data calculated using information
provided by more than 15 companies operating in the cultured
meat supply chain, including 5
producers.
As for the aspects related to
health, if on the one hand the
cells of cultured meat are only
of muscular origin and could be
healthier and devoid of adjacent
organs belonging to the digestive
system, on the other hand, very
high cell multiplication could induce phenomena of deregulation
and the appearance of cancerous cells. In addition, the control
of the nutritional composition
is not yet clear, especially with
regard to micronutrients and
iron. In favor it should also be
remembered that cultured meat
is free of antibiotics and the risk
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of fecal bacteria, such as E. coli
and Salmonella. If its nutritional
composition could be comparable
to that of the conventional product, in Spain they are working on
a meat grown with reduced cholesterol content and with a higher
percentage of “good” fats, able
to reduce the risk of colon cancer
associated with the consumption
of red meat.
To date, however, the analyzes
conducted for the validation of
the cultivated chicken meat of
the Californian Eat Just have
shown a high protein content,
a different composition at the
amino acid level, a relatively high
content of monounsaturated fats
and a good content of minerals.
On the other hand, advocates
of regenerative agriculture argue
that environmental problems
must be solved by considering
animals as part of the solution
and that the nutritional value of
meat depends on their nutrition.
For example, grazing produces
meats with less saturated fat,
more vitamins, minerals and
Omega-3 fats, and essential fatty
acids necessary for cell repair and
growth.
There is no shortage of those
who believe that extensive farms
could be, on balance, more ecological than cultivated meat production laboratories that exploit
fossil energy in high quantities.
In the future, therefore, it is desirable that a synergy can be
achieved between the different
actors engaged in the search
for healthy and ethical alternatives to traditional meat from
intensive breeding, whether it is
the traits of products based on
vegetable proteins, meat grown
in the laboratory or meat from
farms inspired by regenerative
agriculture.

Confectionery industry
is sounding the alarm
Manufacturers of confectionery and snack foods
are increasingly short of key packaging materials.
The corona pandemic is having an impact on many sectors.
The German confectionery industry is seeing dramatic developments
in important types
of packaging such as
cardboard, paper as
well as paperboard.
Here, in addition to
serious cost increases, supply bottlenecks and shortages
have occurred, the
association reports.
The main reason for
this is the increasing international demand, which is leading
to a cost explosion and a shortage of many raw materials for
these packaging materials. Raw
materials for plastic packaging
are also currently experiencing
tighter supply bottlenecks – not
only due to Corona. Imports
of raw materials to Europe are
failing to materialize because
they are being diverted to other
continents, and weather-related
plant outages and force majeure
declarations by raw material
suppliers in Europe are further
complicating the situation. Prices have recently risen at the
same time in several categories
at great speed.
“We are watching the current
developments toward a lack of
supply security for much-needed packaging materials with
great concern. It must be possible for food products, including
confectionery, snacks, or ice
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cream, to be packaged safely.
Companies in the industry are
making every effort and sparing
no expense or effort to guard
against supply bottlenecks and
production stoppages at packaging suppliers,” explains Dr.
Carsten Bernoth, Chief Executive Officer at the German Confectionery Industry Association.
(BDSI).
Only recently, the Industrievereinigung Kunststoffverpackungen (Industrial Association for
Plastic Packaging) reported that
84% of the members participating in a snap survey conducted
by the association reported a
poor to very poor supply situation. According to the survey,
eight out of ten plastic packaging
manufacturers had to cut back
production due to a shortage of
raw materials. The situation is
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exacerbated by the fact that two
out of three plastic packaging
manufacturers are affected by
one or more force majeure cases,
he said. While some suppliers detailed the reasons for a shortfall
in output, others considered the
simple reference to “unforeseeable circumstances” sufficient
to explain force majeure, according to the Industrievereinigung
Kunststoffverpackungen.

The Association of the Corrugated Board Industry (Verband
der Wellpappen-Industrie e.V./
VDW) also warns of an ever faster spiraling of costs. The BDSI
calls on all partners in the packaging materials supply chain to
resolve this difficult situation as
quickly as possible so as not to
jeopardize supplies – especially
for food.
www.packaging-360.com

Green Strategy vs Green Washing
Concerns about the end of life of the package
and the methods of its disposal, must not feed false beliefs.
ITP is constantly committed to
reducing the quantities of plastic
film in packaging both in absolute
terms and by replacing plastic of
fossil origin with the one from
renewable sources.
However, consumer awareness needs to evolve and expand
considering the environmental
impact along the product’s entire life cycle in terms of overall
carbon footprint impact.
ITP is implementing the necessary activities for effective and

The timeline of ITP certifications.
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correct measurement of the carbon footprint of its products and
processes to pursue a constant
reduction of its emissions.
Contextually, “to credibly support our sustainability claims –
explains Alessandro Visca, Commercial Director of ITP – and to
avoid the so-called greenwashing,
we are committed to certifying
many of our products.”
Among the innovations, ITP
mentions the functionalized films
for the packaging of cereals; a wide

range of compostable films certified Ok Compost by Tüv; the introduction on the market of mono
films, made with only PE of easy
recyclability, confirmed by the Cyclos certification. For the second
year in a row, we obtained the IPPR
Second Life Plastic label that certifies our films made of plastics from
post-consumer recycling.
In particular, the summer just
ended was full of successes in
terms of environmental commitment.
At the begging of the year,
ITP joined the American and European program Operation Clean
Sweep®. Last July, the company
achieved the BRC recertification
with the extension of the voluntary Module 10 that has the
same purpose as the OCS program. They focus on the containment of accidental dispersion in
the environment of raw material
dust, flakes, and granules.
ITP is the first company in Europe to have accomplished this
certification with flying colors, AA.
In September, ITP gained the
ISCC Plus certification for the
entire range of its films. The sustainability certification monitors
the incoming and outgoing of the
so-called “bio-circular” materials
coming from renewable sources
(paper and wood processing waste,
used oil, etc.) and their traceability
throughout the supply chain.
For a dynamic and innovative
company, this commitment guarantees credibility and consistency in its quality. Each certification, internationally recognized
and issued by independent third
parties, proudly reflects the ethics of ITP’s management.
(ITP - Via Cavallante 13 - 27040
Bosnasco - PV - Italy - Tel. +39 0385
272711 - Fax: +39 0385 272320
- email: itp@itp.it - www.itp.it)
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Sigep 2022, the Italian dessert
and coffee ambassador returns in January
A more decisive international
overtone, recognition of a typically
Italian product, a trade show that
is already a brand and that represents the quintessential marketplace for the entire industry. The
43rd edition of Sigep will be back
in January 2022 and it will be back
in its physical form as the Italian
dessert and coffee ambassador in
the large and welcoming facilities
at the Rimini Expo Centre. Artisan
gelato and pastry, chocolate, coffee and bakery, icons of the Italian
way of life in food, will be physically
meeting again in IEG Italian Exhibition Group´s Rimini halls from
22nd to 26th January next.
“We perceived the stakeholders and regular exhibitors´ utmost
desire for a physical return to Sigep”, says IEG President, Lorenzo
Cagnoni. «An attachment that
has supported us in organizing
and sharing the 2022 edition. An
event that we have all been looking forward to for two years”.
“Our work on the patrimony
that this brand represents for Italian companies has never ceased”
adds Corrado Peraboni, CEO of IEG.
“Immediately after last March´s
fully digital Sigep Exp, we drew
up our business road map for the
entire sector. We even fixed the
calendar dates for future editions,
from here until 2025, including AB
Tech Expo 2023: a message to the
dessert and coffee foodservice
market, which is showing signs of
lively exuberance on an international scale”.
On display, numerous new
product ideas that the public
will be able to see as they wander among the stands at Rimini

Expo Centre. Moreover, traders
attending Sigep 2022 will find
updated and specific attention
to ingredients, outdoor seating
area furnishings, eco-sustainable
packaging, digital services, logistics and the cold chain.
The Arenas for the individual
gelato, pastry, coffee and bakery
supply chains have also been
confirmed.
Furthermore, Sigep 22 will be
presenting sector trends with an
international approach: new con-

sumer needs, innovations, technologies and market strategies in
different parts of the world will be
the focus of animated talks in the
Vision Plaza, in collaboration with
international research companies,
associations and media partners.
The Show also foresees a
three-day ´Digital Agenda´ (in
this case from 26th to 28th January) specifically for exhibitor and
buyer matching on the digital
platform.
www.sigep.it

Pharmintech and Ipack-Ima
together in Milan in 2022
Ipack Ima and Pharmintech
announce an innovative collaboration that will see the 2022
edition of Pharmintech Exhibition
organized in conjunction with IPACK-IMA in Milan from May 3-6,
2022.
“Lombardy is one of the
most important hubs in Europe
for the pharmaceutical industry
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- declares Sergio Dompé, President of Pharmintech 2022. - In
this area are concentrated the
production, the Contract Development sector and the Manufacturing Organizations, which represent a global reference point
for the entire industry. Milan
is the capital of this productive
and research ecosystem. Inter-
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nationally connected thanks to
the main airports in northern
Italy and with a hotel capacity
suitable to host industry professionals from all over the world,
Milan is the perfect location for
Pharmintech”.
“We are very positive about
this collaboration - comments
Valerio Soli, President of Ipack Ima srl - which we consider
strategic to better answer to
the needs of the sector and its
related industries with a single
exhibition moment specifically
built on the demand for processing & packaging technologies
and which integrates perfectly

in the development strategy of
Ipack-Ima “.
“We have defined this innovative collaboration - adds Antonio
Bruzzone, General Manager of
BolognaFiere - to give continuity
to the Pharmintech project. We
are convinced that a collaborative
approach among major exhibition
organizers is the best strategy to
increase the competitiveness of
our brands”.
Pharmaceutical, parapharmaceutical, nutraceutical but also
cosmeceutical, medical devices
and biotechnology are the priority targets of the next edition of
Phramintech powered by Ipack

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS IN ITALY
22-26 October 2021 - Rho (MI): Meat Tech, meat industry show http://www.meat-tech.it
22-26 October 2021- Rho (MI): TuttoFood & Host – food and
foodservice show - Milano - www.tuttofood.it - www.host.fieramilano.it
3-5 November 2021 – Bologna: Refrigera, refrigeration industry show
- www.refrigera.show
19-20 January 2022 - Bologna: Marca, private label food show - www.
marca.bolognafiere.it
22-26 January 2022 - Rimini: Sigep, confectionery, pastry and ice
cream show - www.sigep.it
26-29 January 2022 - Verona: Fieragricola, int. agricultural show www.fieragricola.it
10-13 April 2022 - Verona: Vinitaly, Italian wine show - www.vinitaly.
com
3-6 May - 2022 - Rho (MI): Ipack-Ima, packaging, food processing and
pasta exhibition - www.ipack-ima.com
3-6 May 2022 - Parma: Cibus, int. food show - www.cibus.it
24-26 May 2022 - SPS Italia - automation and digital show - Parma www.spsitalia.it
24-26 May 2022 - Packaging Première - luxury packaging show Milano - www.packagingpremiere.it
22-26 October 2022 - Parma: CibusTec Forum, int. food processing
conference - www.cibustec.it
15-18 November 2022 - Rho (MI): Simei, beverage and wine industry
show - www.simei.it
24-27 October 2023 - Parma: CibusTec, int. food processing show www.cibustec.it
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Ima, which will present the most
advanced solutions for processing, packaging, instrumentation,
clean rooms and applications for
plant management, as well as
digital and automation technologies applied to the sector, from
IoT - Internet of Things - to Artificial Intelligence systems and data
governance.
Pharmintech powered by Ipack Ima is therefore positioned
at the heart of a production chain
open to innovation, technology
transfer and to the investments
needed to meet the requirements
of the Pharma 4.0 revolution.
The exhibition offer will focus on
process technologies, packaging solutions and materials in a
renewed strategy of integrated
production chain that includes
automation, distribution, supply
chain management and digital,
enriched by an articulated program of events and special initiatives aimed at anticipating trends
and innovation in the Life Science
field.
The show will benefit from
strong synergies and the added
value of the contemporaneity
with Ipack-Ima, scheduled on the
same dates from May 3rd through
6th, 2022, the most awaited international event for industry operators regarding process technologies and packaging solutions
and materials.
A complete system exhibition
project and an appointment not
to be missed for attractiveness
and product consistency, with
unique possibilities of ‘cross-contamination’ between different
production sectors and which
confirms Milan as a center of attraction at an international level
for the manufacturing industry.
www.ipackima.com
www.pharmintech.it
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THE MOMENT FOR A NEW BEGINNING!

“RAPID” PUMPS

“FARMINOX” FILTERS

Sanitary - Self priming.
Both for liquid and for thick
products
(Creams and Sauces).

Packingless plate filters.
Working through paperboard
filter-sheets.

HYGIENIC
DESIGN
for an easy cleaning.

SAFETY

ENDURANCE

FDA certified materials,
suitable for the use in
contact with foods.

made of stainless steel
machined from bars,
NO CAST PARTS,
NO WELDINGS.

V. Cavour, 31 - 26858 Sordio (LO) - Italy - Tel. +39 02 9810153 - Fax +39 02 98260169
info@wolhfarth.it - www.wolhfarth.it

CONTINUOUS DOSING
AND MIXING

ACCURATE
PRECISE
CONSTANT

A compact and versatile system: the Tecno3
continuous doser-mixer mod. MDC is used for a
precise, homogeneous and constant dosing and
mixing of liquid and solid ingredients.
All the parts in contact with the product can be
easily disassembled, removed and sanitized,
thus ensuring the best process quality in a small
footprint.
Conveying the mixed product on the belt enables
a leaner changeover and a significant reduction in
cleaning times.

WE FLAVOUR AND COLOUR, YOU CREATE...

www.tecno-3.it
Tecno 3 S.r.l. Via Mastri Cestai 2 | 12040 Corneliano d’Alba CN Italy
T. +39 0173 61.05.64 • tecno3@tecno-3.it

